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We study, both theoretically and experimentally, the negative magnetoresistance (MR) of a two-
dimensional (2D) electron gas in a weak transverse magnetic field B. The analysis is carried out in a
wide range of zero-B conductances g (measured in units of e2/h), including the range of intermediate
conductances, g ∼ 1. Interpretation of the experimental results obtained for a 2D electron gas in
GaAs/InxGa1−xAs/GaAs single quantum well structures is based on the theory which takes into
account terms of higher orders in 1/g. We show that the standard weak localization (WL) theory
is adequate for g & 5. Calculating the corrections of second order in 1/g to the MR, stemming
from both the interference contribution and the mutual effect of WL and Coulomb interaction,
we expand the range of a quantitative agreement between the theory and experiment down to
significantly lower conductances g ∼ 1. We demonstrate that at intermediate conductances the
negative MR is described by the standard WL “digamma-functions” expression, but with a reduced
prefactor α. We also show that at not very high g the second-loop corrections dominate over the
contribution of the interaction in the Cooper channel, and therefore appear to be the main source
of the lowering of the prefactor, α ≃ 1 − 2/πg. The fitting of the MR allows us to measure the
true value of the phase breaking time within a wide conductance range, g & 1. We further analyze
the regime of a “weak insulator”, when the zero-B conductance is low g(B = 0) < 1 due to the
localization at low temperature, whereas the Drude conductance is high, g0 ≫ 1, so that a weak
magnetic field delocalizes electronic states. In this regime, while the MR still can be fitted by the
digamma-functions formula, the experimentally obtained value of the dephasing rate has nothing
to do with the true one. The corresponding fitting parameter in the low-T limit is determined by
the localization length and may therefore saturate at T → 0, even though the true dephasing rate
vanishes.

PACS numbers: 73.20.Fz, 73.61.Ey, 73.20.Jc, 73.43.Qt

I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional theories of weak localization (WL) and interaction corrections to the conductivity (for review see
Refs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) are developed for the case kF l ≫ 1, where kF and l are the Fermi quasimomentum and the classical
mean free path, respectively. They are valid when the quantum corrections are small in magnitude compared with
the Drude conductivity

σ0 =
e2nτ

m
= 2e2νD = πkF l G0, (1)

where n and m denote electron density and mass, respectively, τ is the elastic transport mean free time, D is the
diffusion constant, ν = m/2π~2 is the density of states per spin, and G0 = e2/(2π2

~). In two-dimensional (2D)
systems the quantum corrections arising due to interference and/or interaction effects are logarithmic in temperature
T at low temperatures.
The situation when kF l ≫ 1 and the quantum corrections are comparable in magnitude to the Drude conductivity

is quite unrealistic. For example, using the well-known expressions for the phase relaxation time [1, 2] τϕ one can
easily find that the interference correction [6], δσWL = −G0 ln(τϕ/τ), is less than 15% of the Drude conductivity even
for T = 10 mK, when considering the 2D electron gas in GaAs with n = 4× 1015 m−2 and kF l = 20. Therefore, for
high values of the dimensionless conductance g0 ≡ kF l, the conventional WL theory works perfectly down to very low
temperatures. In reality, the situation when δσ and σ0 are of the same magnitude occurs at kF l ≃ 2− 5. In this case
the corrections to the conductivity of higher orders in (kF l)

−1 become important and the WL theory is not expected
to work. This range of intermediate conductances is addressed in the present paper.
Fundamentally, the properties of 2D systems are controlled by several characteristic length scales. At zero tem-

perature in two dimensions the disordered wave function is always localized [7] over the length scale ξ, which can be
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FIG. 1: Schematic representation of the characteristic scale lengths Lϕ, ξO, and ξU plotted versus conductance g0 ≡ kF l.

estimated as [3]

ξ = ξO ≃ l exp(πkF l/2). (2)

Here the subscript O refers to the orthogonal symmetry of the disordered Hamiltonian. Real experiments are carried
out at nonzero temperature and another length scale Lϕ = (Dτϕ)

1/2, over which electrons maintain phase coherence,
arises in this case. In semiconductor 2D systems, at low temperatures the inelasticity of electron-electron interaction
is the main source of the phase breaking processes [1, 8] and τϕ ∝ T−1.
Measurement of the magnetoresistance (MR) is one of the most useful tools for investigation of physical properties of

a 2D electron gas. An external transverse magnetic field B destroys the quantum interference and therefore influences
the localization. It breaks the time reversal invariance, thus changing the symmetry of the disordered Hamiltonian
from orthogonal to unitary. As a result, the localization length becomes B-dependent [9], ξ = ξ(B), and changes with
increasing B from ξO to ξU . The latter for classically weak magnetic fields can be estimated as [10]

ξU ≃ l exp
[
(πkF l/2)

2
]
, (3)

that is much greater than ξO for kF l ≫ 1. Thus, there are three key length scales ξO, ξU , and Lϕ, that determine the
state of a 2D system and its transport properties. In Fig. 1 we illustrate schematically the behavior of the lengths
ξO, ξU , and Lϕ with changing the conductance g0 at a given temperature. In what follows, we will consider the case
kF l > 1.
When the phase breaking length is much shorter than the localization lengths, Lϕ ≪ ξO, ξU , the system is in

the WL regime for an arbitrary magnetic field. In classically strong magnetic fields, the MR is produced by the
interaction-induced Altshuler-Aronov correction to the conductivity (see Ref. 11 for review). At low magnetic fields,
the negative MR, arising due to the suppression of quantum interference, is a well-known manifestation of weak
localization [1, 12, 13]. This effect will be the subject of the present paper.
In Fig. 1, for values of g0 lying to the left from the point of intersection of ξU and Lϕ curves [14], the 2D system

is in a strong localization (SL) regime. It is commonly believed that the transport in the SL case is of a hopping [15]
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nature. The magnetoresistance in this regime is also related to the influence of magnetic field on the quantum
interference and has been studied in Refs. 16, 17, 18, 19. In particular, a parabolic low-field MR in the hopping
regime was predicted. However, the results based on the conventional hopping picture cannot be directly applied to
the experimental situation addressed in this paper, even when σ(B = 0) . G0. This is because the usual concepts of
hopping (including the percolation treatment) are justified only when the disorder is large.
Finally, there is an intermediate regime which we term “weak insulator” (WI) regime, when the phase-breaking

length Lϕ is between the ξU and ξO lines. In this regime electrons are localized at zero B and the WL theory does
not work. However, already a very weak magnetic field shifts the actual localization length ξ(B) toward ξU making
ξ(B) > Lϕ. In such a situation the transport is again of the diffusive nature. Therefore, the theory of weak localization
can be applied when the MR is considered for ξO ≪ Lϕ ≪ ξ(B), even though at zero B the total conductance is
smaller than unity. Obviously, this situation is only possible when kF l & 1. This is a necessary condition for opening
a window between the two localization lengths ξO and ξU . The WI-problem with a low conductance g(T ) < e2/h
at B = 0 but with g0 = kF l > 1 should be therefore contrasted with the conventional SL problem with kF l ≪ 1
where the conductivity mechanism is the hopping. It is worth mentioning, however, that in three-dimensional systems
near the mobility edge, a magnetic field also leads to the delocalization of electronic states (reentrance phenomenon),
giving rise to a shift of the mobility edge, in a close similarity to the 2D WI regime [20]. Actually, the WI-regime
has also much in common with the notion of a “moderate insulator”, introduced in Ref. 21 to describe the crossover
between the WL and SL regimes in quasi-one-dimensional semiconductor wires.
Generally speaking, at kF l & 1 the nature of transport of interacting electrons at very low T (when the states are

localized with large enough localization length ξO ≫ l) is not fully understood. At microscopic scales, l < L < ξO,
the electron dynamics is diffusive. The magnetic field serves as a probe of these scales and hence the MR can provide
important information about the crossover between the localization and diffusion. The WL theory can be generalized
(using, e.g., scaling arguments) to describe this crossover. Of course, the corrections of higher orders in (kF l)

−1

become then important. Thus it is desirable to understand the role of these corrections in magnetotransport.
Apart from the scaling theory of Anderson localization, there is a self-consistent theory [22, 23], which enables to

calculate the conductivity for arbitrary value of the quantum interference correction for B = 0. However, as we will
show below, while at zero B the self-consistent theory works rather well, its generalization to the case of finite B fails
to describe correctly the magnetoconductivity (MC) (see Ref. 23 for discussion) in the crossover between the diffusive
and localized regimes. In this paper we will concentrate on study of higher-order corrections to the conductivity using
a systematic perturbation theory and scaling approach.
Experimentally, the low-field magnetoresistance in the range of intermediate conductances and in the crossover

regime between the diffusion and localization in 2D systems has been studied in Refs. 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33. It turns out that the MC even at low conductance, σ(B = 0) . G0, can be still fitted by the well-known
weak-localization expression [12, 13] derived for kF l ≫ 1 (we will term it the WLMC-formula throughout the paper),
but with a reduced prefactor α < 1 [31]. Similar observations have been recently reported in Refs. 32, 33. In Refs. 32
the magnetotransport has been studied in quasi-2D systems (doped GaAs/AlGaAs superlattices) and the MR has
been shown to be generated by the quantum interference. A self-consistent theory of the MC has been employed to
fit the data. In Ref. 33, the MR in a weak perpendicular magnetic field was measured in the vicinity of an apparent
metal-insulator transition [34, 35] in a Si structure of n-type. In this experiment, the magnetoresistance on the
metallic side was perfectly fitted by the WL formula with the prefactor α decreasing with lowering the density (i.e.
upon approaching the transition). At the lowest density, the value α was reported [33] to be ∼ 10 times smaller than
that obtained deeply in the metallic state. Finally, the authors of Ref. 26, who measured the magnetoconductance
in ultrathin metallic films, claimed that while for σ(B = 0) > G0 the MR is well described by the WL formula, for
σ(B = 0) < G0 the MR corresponds to the hopping picture.
An important quantity extracted from the measured low-field MR is the phase breaking time τϕ, usually treated as

a fitting parameter in the WLMC-formula. With the decreasing of the conductance, the corrections to this formula
become more pronounced and thus the extracted value of τϕ may strongly deviate from the true one. Therefore, there
is a clear need for a systematic (both theoretical and experimental) analysis of the MR at decreasing conductance,
including the crossover regime σ(B = 0) ∼ G0. A large scatter of experimental data on the phase breaking time which
is evident even in the case kF l ≫ 1 renders reliable interpretation of the data at intermediate values of kF l difficult.
Some of these reasons have been understood. These are the influence of δ-doped layers [36], dynamical defects [37],
and macroscopic inhomogeneities [38] on the phase relaxation time, the temperature dependence of the mobility
of electrons in quantum well due to temperature dependent disorder in the doped layers [39], and the scattering
on magnetic impurities [40]. Nevertheless, the results obtained in Ref. 31 for both interference and electron-electron
contributions to the conductivity in the range of not very high values of g0 are (surprisingly) in a qualitative agreement
with the existing theories of conductivity corrections, developed for high conductance. It was shown in Ref. 31 that
at not very high values of kF l (at low electron densities), the role of the interaction correction to the conductivity
becomes less important and the main effect comes from the interference. (This is because the interaction correction in
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the triplet channel [1, 4] increases with decreasing kF , and tends to cancel out the exchange contribution.) However,
the experimental results have been interpreted in Ref. 31 only qualitatively.
In this paper we present the results of a quantitative analysis of the interference corrections to the conductivity

and the negative MR at decreasing kF l. We are not going to discuss a theory of the MR in the range kF l < 1 and
σ(B 6= 0) ≪ G0, corresponding to the SL regime. On the other hand, we address, in particular, the WI regime, when
the zero-B conductivity can be less than G0 at low T .
The interpretation of experimental results obtained for 2D electron gas in GaAs/InxGa1−xAs/GaAs single quantum

well structures is based on the theory taking into account terms of higher order in (kF l)
−1. We show that the standard

“one-loop” WL theory is adequate for σ & (10 − 20)G0. Calculating corrections of the next (“second-loop”) order,
we expand the range of the quantitative agreement between the theory and experiments down to significantly lower
conductivity of about 3G0. This is largely related to a fortunate circumstance that O(1/g3)-terms are absent in the
perturbative expansion of beta-functions governing the scaling of the conductance [10]. Therefore, the corrections to
the second-loop expressions derived in this paper are proportional to (G0/σ)

2 and hence turn out to be numerically
small at such values of the conductivity [41].
We demonstrate that the WLMC-formula can be still used to fit the MR in the crossover from the WL and WI

regimes. It is shown that the main effect of higher-order terms is a reduction of the prefactor α in the these formulas,

α ≃ 1− 2G0

σ
. (4)

This expression appears to be applicable for α & 0.3, when the fitting procedure is carried out in a broad range
of magnetic fields. Thus, it becomes possible to experimentally determine the phase breaking time within a wide
conductivity range, σ ≃ (3 − 60)G0. Moreover, the qualitative agreement between the experimental data and the
(properly modified) WL theory persists down to significantly smaller zero-B conductivity σ(T,B = 0) . G0, provided
that kF l > 1. In other words, one of the main results of this paper is that the theory of quantum corrections to the
conductivity works rather well at the limit of its applicability, i.e. even for “intermediate” values of g of order of
unity, down to σ ∼ e2/h.
We also show that when applied to the MC in the WI regime, ξO < Lϕ < ξU , the fitting procedure based on the

conventional WLMC-formula, yields the value of the dephasing rate which deviates from the real one and contains
information about the localization length, ξO. This observation may be relevant to the explanation of the tendency to
a low-T saturation of the experimentally extracted dephasing time reported recently in Refs. 28, 29, where WL was
studied at intermediate conductances in the vicinity of the apparent metal-insulator transition.
The paper is organized as follows. The next three sections are devoted to a theoretical consideration of the problem

of the dephasing and quantum corrections to the conductivity. In Section II, we recall the basic theoretical results
on the dephasing, interference correction, and interference induced negative MR. Primary emphasis is put on the
possible reasons of the above mentioned fact that the low-field negative MR is practically always well described by
the WLMC-expression with the reduced prefactor α. In Section III we take a close look at the interaction correction
in the Cooper channel, which is most frequently invoked for the explanation of the reduction of α. The theory of
interference quantum corrections developed in the next order in 1/g is expounded in Section IV. The experimental
results and their analysis are presented in Sections V and VI . Finally, Section VII is devoted to the conclusions.

II. DEPHASING, INTERFERENCE CORRECTION, AND MAGNETOCONDUCTIVITY

A. Dephasing time in zero magnetic field

Let us start with the consideration of WL effects in zero magnetic field at large values of the conductance, g ≫ 1
(here the conductance is measured in units of πG0). This condition allows one to treat the dynamics of a particle
quasiclassically, relating the conductivity correction to the return probability. Within the framework of the conven-
tional theory of the WL developed in the first order in 1/g, the interference quantum correction in a 2D system is
given by [1, 2, 3, 5, 6]

δσ

G0
= − ln

(τϕ
τ

)
. (5)

This result holds within the diffusion approximation, justified for τϕ/τ ≫ 1. In this paper, we will restrict ourselves
to the diffusive regime [τϕ, ~/(kBT ) ≫ τ ] and will not consider the ballistic contribution.
In the WL theory, the phase breaking (also known as phase relaxation, dephasing, or decoherence) time τϕ is a

characteristic time scale at which the two waves traversing along the same path in opposite directions lose their
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relative phase coherence due to inelastic scattering events. At longer times (or trajectories’ lengths) the two waves
do not interfere and therefore do not contribute to the WL correction to the conductivity. At low temperatures
the main source of the inelastic scattering is the Coulomb electron–electron (e-e) interaction. In this paper, we
will not address the contribution of other decoherence mechanisms such as electron–phonon interactions, scattering
on dynamical defects, interaction with magnetic impurities, etc. Generally, the phase relaxation time is different
from other inelastic scattering times, e.g. the energy-relaxation time [1, 8, 42]. Moreover, the phase relaxation
may depend on the geometry of the system. In particular, the damping of Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in quasi-
one-dimensional rings differs [43] from the phase relaxation rate found for infinite wires [8]. It is worth mentioning,
however, that the same conventional WL phase relaxation time governs the temperature behavior of mesoscopic
conductance fluctuations [42] and the (two-loop) WL correction in the unitary ensemble [44].
The phase breaking rate τ−1

ϕ can be calculated using the path-integral approach and/or perturbative diagrammat-
ics [1, 5, 8, 42, 45]. As was shown in Ref. 8, the inelastic scattering events with energy transfer smaller than ~/τϕ
(corresponding to the phase breaking rate itself) do not give rise to the decoherence. Therefore, the dephasing rate
can be found from the following self-consistent equation [8]

1

τϕ
=
kBT

~ g
ln
kBTτϕ

~
. (6)

The solution of this equation is shown in Fig. 2 by the solid line. The product Tτϕ saturates with decreasing g
and monotonically increases with increasing the conductance. For the illustration purpose, in this figure we have
also presented a formal solution of Eq. (6) at g < 1 (dashed line), where the equation for the dephasing rate is no
longer justified. The behavior (and even the meaning) of τϕ for g < 1 is a subtle issue and depends on the problem
considered. In principle, when the actual conductance is not very high, the two equations, one for the conductivity
and another for the phase-breaking time, are coupled and should be solved simultaneously.
In practice, one obtains the value of τϕ from Eq. (6) using the iteration procedure. By iteration, starting with

τ
(0)
ϕ = g ~/(kBT ), one obtains

1

τ
(1)
ϕ

=
kBT

~ g
ln g , (7)

and so on. Usually (for g ≫ 1) one supposes that this iteration is sufficient for the quantitative description of the
conductivity corrections. However, as seen from Fig. 2 it gives fully incorrect behavior of τϕ below g ≃ 5, where one
expects the dephasing time to approach the value ∼ 1/T at g ∼ 1 for the case of Coulomb interaction. In the above
consideration the value of the phase breaking time depends only on the conductivity and does not depend on other
material parameters. In this sense, τϕ shows the universal behavior.
Recently, the dephasing time has been theoretically studied at arbitrary relation between temperature and elastic

mean free time and taking into account the Fermi-liquid renormalization of the triplet channel of Coulomb interac-
tion [46]. It has been shown that in the diffusive regime (kBTτ/~ ≪ 1) the equation for τϕ is analogous to Eq. (6):

1

τϕ
=

[
1 +

3(F σ
0 )

2

(1 + F σ
0 )(2 + F σ

0 )

]
kBT

~ g
ln
kBTτϕ

~
. (8)

The only difference in this equation is a factor on the right-hand side, which depends on the Fermi liquid constant
F σ
0 . The value of F σ

0 can be experimentally obtained from measuring the logarithmic (Altshuler-Aronov) quantum
correction to the conductivity δσee, caused by the e-e interaction [1, 47, 48],

δσee

G0
=

[
1 + 3

(
1− ln(1 + F σ

0 )

F σ
0

)]
ln
kBTτ

~
= Kee ln

kBTτ

~
. (9)

In semiconductor structures, the value of F σ
0 typically lies within the range from −0.5 to 0 (for discussion see e.g.

Ref. [49, 50]). For the samples investigated here, F σ
0 = −0.45... − 0.25, depending on the electron density [51]. To

show the difference between Eq. (6) and Eq. (8) we have plotted the dependences τϕ(σ) for several F
σ
0 values in Fig. 2.

It is seen that the difference increases with conductivity increase, but even for g = 100 it does not exceed 30 %.

B. Negative magnetoresistance and dephasing time in magnetic field

How can the dephasing time be obtained experimentally? As a rule, the value of τϕ (or the ratio τ/τϕ referred
further as γ) is extracted from an analysis of the negative magnetoresistance arising due to the suppression of the
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τ ϕ 

g

FIG. 2: The conductivity dependence of Tτϕ. Solid line is the solution of Eq. (6) (which coincides with Eq. (8) with F σ
0 = 0),

dotted line is the first iteration Eq. (7) for Eq. (6). The formal solution of Eq. (6) for g < 1 is shown by the dashed curve.
Shadow area represents the solutions of Eq. (8) found numerically for different values of F σ

0 from the range −0.5...0. We set
kB = ~ = 1 here.

WL by a transverse magnetic field. Practically in all the cases the experimental ∆σ(B)-vs-B curves are fitted to the
well-known expression [12, 57] for the WL-magnetoconductivity (WLMC-expression):

∆σ(B)

G0
= α

{
ψ

(
1

2
+

1

τϕ

~

4DeB

)
− ψ

(
1

2
+

1

τ

~

4DeB

)
− ln

(
τ

τϕ

)}
(10a)

≡ αH(b, γ). (10b)

Here

∆σ(B) = 1/ρxx(B)− 1/ρxx(0), (11)

ψ(x) is digamma function, b = B/Btr, where Btr = ~/(2el2) = ~/(2ev2F τ
2), and D = v2F τ/2. In what follows, we will

consistently use the notations ∆σ for the magnetoconductivity and δσ for conductivity corrections.
In the diffusive with respect to the magnetic field regime, 4DeB/~ ≡ ΩB ≪ 1/τ, one can use the asymptotics of

the second digamma function, ψ(1/2 + 1/ΩBτ) ∼ − ln(ΩBτ). Then the MR Eq. (10) can be rewritten as a function
of a single parameter ΩBτϕ,

∆σ(B)

G0
= α

{
ψ

(
1

2
+

1

ΩBτϕ

)
+ ln (ΩBτϕ)

}
≡ αY (ΩBτϕ) (12)
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with the following asymptotics [1, 46]:

Y (x) =
x2

24
, x→ 0, (13)

Y (x) = ln x+ ψ(1/2) +
π2

2x
, 1 ≪ x≪ 1/γ, (14)

where ψ(1/2) = −2 ln 2 −C and C = 0.5772.. is the Euler constant. Also, using Eq. (10a) one can see that ∆σ(B)
saturates at b & 1. The precise way of saturation of ∆σ(B) depends on the character of the disorder. In principle,
the value of the dephasing time can be obtained from the curvature of the parabolic MC in the limit of vanishing
magnetic field, B → 0, see Eq. (13). However, usually the whole MC curve is fitted by the WLMC-formula Eq. (10) in
the range of magnetic fields where the MC is logarithmic-in-B and hence we will mainly consider the MC at ΩBτϕ > 1
in this paper.
It is worth mentioning, that the WLMC-formula Eq. (10) was derived under the assumption that the magnetic field

is classically weak and thus does not lead to a strong Drude-Boltzmann magnetoconductance caused by the bending
of the cyclotron trajectories. This is justified by the condition ωcτ ≪ 1, where ωc is the cyclotron frequency. For high
conductances, g ≫ 1, the logarithmic interference-induced MC is already destroyed at much weaker magnetic fields,
b ∼ 1, which corresponds to ωcτ ∼ 1/g ≪ 1. Therefore, for g ≫ 1 one can use the relation (11). However, when the
conductance is not too high, g ∼ 1, which is the case addressed below, the two conditions b = 1 and ωcτ ∼ 1, coincide.
Then the bending of particles’ trajectories may become noticeable already in the WL-range of magnetic fields. We
recall, however, that the bending of trajectories does not give rise to the magnetoresistance, while the destruction
of the interference does. This is related to the fact that the interference correction stems from the (B-dependent)
correction to the impurity scattering cross-section [52, 53, 54] and hence renormalizes the value of the elastic scattering
rate, 1/τ . This is nothing but the renormalization of the longitudinal resistivity, so that the MR arises due to the
B-dependence of the effective transport scattering time. This also explains why WL effects do not give rise to the
correction to the Hall resistivity, ρxy: the Drude-Boltzmann expression for ρxy merely does not contain τ . In other
words, Eq. (10) is in fact the correction to the MR [54] and as such is actually applicable directly to the MR curves
obtained in the experiment (without inverting the resistivity tensor), even when the classical effect of the magnetic
field becomes visible for g ∼ 1 at b . 1.
Although the prefactor α has to be equal to unity within the framework of the conventional weak-localization

theory, it is always used by experimentalists as the second fitting parameter together with τϕ. An important point
is that almost all experimental data are better fitted with α < 1, contradicting the theory. In order to feel certain of
that one obtains the true value of τφ in such a situation, it is necessary to understand the reasons for the lowering
of the prefactor in each specific case. Possible sources for this discrepancy have been discussed in the literature since
the discovery of weak localization. They are listed below with relevant comments.

1. Interband scattering. It can change the value of α depending on the rate of interband transitions [1]. The most
frequently used systems where this effect is important are Si-based structures of n-type conductivity, where there
are several valleys in the spectrum. This mechanism is not active in our case. We will address the n-InGaAs
quantum wells with simplest single-valley spectrum and only one subband of the size quantization occupied.

2. Effect of ballistic paths. Strictly speaking, Eq. (10) was derived within the diffusion approximation. The
contributions of short trajectories, L . l, are treated incorrectly (even for weak magnetic fields, B < Btr).
Therefore, Eq. (10) is only valid under the conditions: τ/τϕ ≪ 1 and b≪ 1. Beyond the diffusion approximation
the MC was analyzed in a number of papers, Refs. 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60. The analytical expressions
obtained therein are quite cumbersome and not easy-to-use for analysis of experimental data, while the high-
field asymptotics δσ(B) ∝ 1/

√
B is reached only at very strong magnetic fields, B ≫ Btr. Note that in many

papers [55, 57, 58] the contribution of non-backscattering processes (important in the ballistic limit [53, 56], see
also Appendix C) was overlooked.

The applicability of Eq. (10) (with the second digamma function not replaced by its “diffusive” asymptotics)
beyond the diffusion regime has been analyzed in Ref. 60 where it has been used to fit the results of numerical
simulation (treating the numerical results like experimental data). It has been shown that if the range of
magnetic fields where the MC is fitted using Eq. (10) includes also strong fields B & Btr [where Eq. (10) is
formally no longer justified], the resulting value of α will be less than unity. Nevertheless, the value of τϕ
obtained in this way happens to be close to the true one. A situation where ballistic contribution is relevant
occurs frequently in very high-mobility structures where Btr is very low and can be as small as 10−3..10−4 Tesla.
In what follows we will address only the case of weak magnetic fields B < Btr and low temperatures, τϕ ≫ τ .

3. Spin relaxation. In quantum wells with inversion asymmetry, the Rashba or/and Dresselhaus mechanisms of
spin-orbit splitting of the energy spectrum lead to spin relaxation which suppresses the interference–induced
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negative magnetoresistance in very low magnetic fields and results in a positive MR. If this effect is not so strong
to induce the positive MR (τso ≫ τϕ where τso is the spin-orbit relaxation time), it can nevertheless distort the
shape of MR curve in vicinity of B = 0 and, thus, change the parameter α if the data are treated with the help
of Eq. (10). Our analysis shows that the parameters of the best fit are unstable in this case. In particular, the
value of the prefactor strongly depends on the range of magnetic field, in which the fit is carried out, and it is
always greater than unity. This implies that one has to exercise caution, when fitting the MC by Eq. (10a) if
even a weak spin-orbit interaction is present in the system. The role of spin effects in the WL was considered for
the first time in Ref. 12. Using a generalized Hikami-Larkin-Nagaoka formula [12], including the spin effects, one
should obtain the value of the prefactor as given in Ref. 12. Effects of spin-orbit interaction on the WL (which
are especially important in hole systems) were further considered in more recent papers, both theoretically and
experimentally (see e.g. Refs. 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68 and references therein).

4. Magnetic field impact on the dephasing. The expression Eq. (10) was derived under the assumption that the
dephasing rate does not depend on magnetic field. As shown in Refs. 5, 45, 46, 69, the magnetic field (rendering
the inelastic processes with low energy transfer to be inefficient) leads effectively to a decrease of the dephasing
rate. To our knowledge this effect is always ignored in experimental papers. In Ref. 61 we have analyzed this
effect both analytically and numerically. The magnetoconductance can be described by Eq. (10) with a certain
B-dependent phase-breaking time τϕ(B) in the first digamma function [46] in the whole range of magnetic
fields b . 1 (including the crossover region ΩB ∼ 1/τϕ, not addressed accurately in Ref. 46). Effect of the
magnetic field on the phase breaking rate makes the negative magnetoresistance smoother in shape and lower
in magnitude than that found with the constant phase breaking rate. Nevertheless our analysis [61] shows that
the ∆σ-versus-B plot can be well fitted by the standard expression Eq. (10) with α 6= 1 and a constant τϕ. The
fitting procedure gives the value of τ/τϕ which is close to the value of τ/τϕ(B = 0) with an accuracy of 25% or
better when kF l & 3 and the temperature varies within the range from 0.4 to 10 K, for electron concentrations
considered in this paper.

5. Electron-electron interaction in the Cooper channel. In low magnetic field the two interaction-induced terms can
contribute to the magnetoresistance [1, 2, 72]. The first one, known as the Maki-Thompson correction [70, 71],
has at ΩB ≪ T just the same B-dependence as the expression Eq. (12) but with the negative prefactor. Its value
depends on the absolute value of the effective constant of interaction in the Cooper channel, λc(T ). The second
term is related to the correction to the density of states (DoS) due to the interaction in the Cooper channel [72]
and can be positive or negative depending on the sign of λc(T ), which depends, in its turn, on the sign of
the effective interaction between electrons. The DoS-correction becomes important at stronger magnetic fields
ΩB ≫ T , where it overcomes the Maki-Thompson correction. The role of this interaction in our experimental
situation will be considered in Sections III and VB2. It will be shown that it is not the effect of interaction in
the Cooper channel that determines the strong decrease of the prefactor α in the heterostructures investigated
at not very high conductance.

6. Corrections of higher orders in 1/g. The formula Eq. (10) is the first-order in 1/g correction to the conductivity
and therefore is valid only for large conductances. Of course, there are corrections of higher orders in 1/g which
become important with the increase of the disorder strength or with decreasing electron concentration. We
analyze the higher-order terms, both in the WL contribution and in the correction induced by the mutual effect
of WL and the Coulomb interaction [5], in Section IVA and Section IVB. This consideration allows us to
find the O(1/g)-corrections to the prefactor α and to understand also the relation between the experimentally
extracted value of γ and the true phase-breaking time τϕ at σ(B = 0) . G0.

In what follows, we will concentrate on the last two effects which we believe are the most relevant sources of the
reduction of the prefactor in WLMC-expression, Eq. (10). We will show that at not very high conductance, the effect
of corrections of higher orders in 1/g is more important than the effect of the electron-electron interaction in the
Cooper channel.

III. INTERACTION CORRECTIONS IN THE COOPER CHANNEL

It is commonly believed that it is the interaction correction in the Cooper channel (mainly the Maki-Thompson
correction to the conductivity [70, 71]) which determines the reduction of the prefactor in the MC. Indeed, in low
magnetic fields the two terms induced by the interaction in a Cooper channel contribute to the magnetoconductance [1,
2, 72]

∆σC
ee = ∆σMT +∆σDoS, (15)
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where ∆σMT is the Maki-Thompson correction to the conductivity [70] and ∆σDoS arises due to the correction to the
DoS induced by the interaction in the Cooper channel [73, 74].
At B = 0 and high conductance g ≫ 1, for a repulsive interaction these corrections read [1, 2, 70, 73] (in what

follows we set for brevity kB = ~ = 1)

δσMT = G0
π2λ2c(T )

6
ln(Tτϕ) = G0

π2

6 ln2(Tc/T )
ln(Tτϕ), (16)

and

δσDoS = −G0 ln[λc(T ) ln(Tcτ)] = −G0 ln

[
ln(Tcτ)

ln(Tc/T )

]
. (17)

An important quantity governing the strength of the corrections Eqs. (15), (16), and (17) is the effective amplitude
of the interaction in the Cooper channel,

λc(T ) =

[
1

λ0
+ ln

2η

πT
+C

]
−1

≡ 1

ln(Tc/T )
, (18)

where λ0 is the dimensionless “bare” interaction constant, η is the Fermi energy for Coulomb repulsion (λ0 > 0)
between electrons. (In the case of a phonon-mediated attraction, λ0 < 0, η is given by the Debye frequency. [75])
Thus we have for the case of the Coulomb repulsion (see also Ref. 75 for the case of attraction)

Tc ≃
2EF e

C

π
exp(1/λ0) > EF . (19)

Similarly to the WL correction, the above corrections stem from the interference of time-reversed paths and therefore
are affected by the magnetic field. However, since the interaction is also involved in these corrections, an additional
parameter ΩB/T , relating the magnetic field and the temperature, appears. This should be contrasted with the WL
correction, in which only the parameters ΩBτϕ and ΩBτ play an important role.
For ΩB ≪ T, the Maki-Thompson correction to the MC is given by [1, 70, 72] (see also Appendix A)

∆σMT ≡ δσMT(B) − δσMT(0) = −G0
π2

6 ln2(Tc/T )
Y (ΩBτϕ), (20)

where Y (x) is just the same function [defined in Eq. (12)] that describes the MC due to the suppression of WL. Thus the
Maki-Thompson correction gives rise to a parabolic MC at ΩB ≪ 1/τϕ and to a logarithmic MC at 1/τϕ ≪ ΩB ≪ T .
In the same range of magnetic fields, ΩB ≪ T , the DoS-correction yields a parabolic MC [2, 72]

∆σDoS = −G0λc(T )ϕ2(ΩB/2πT ), (21)

where the function ϕ2(x) is given by, [72]

ϕ2(x) =

∫
∞

0

dt
t

sinh2t

[
1− xt

sinh(xt)

]
=

{
ζ(3)x2/4, x≪ 1,
lnx, x≫ 1,

(22)

with ζ(x) [ζ(3) = 1.202..] the Riemann zeta-function. Comparing Eqs. (20) and (21), we find that for 1/τϕ ≪ ΩB ≪
2πT × min{1, [λc(T ) ln(Tτϕ)]1/2} ∼ T the logarithmic-in-B Maki-Thompson correction to the MC dominates over
the DoS-correction.[76] The Maki-Thompson correction has the same B-dependence as the interference correction
and effectively reduces the total prefactor in the MC.[70] The temperature dependence of λc(T ) translates into the
T -dependence of the effective prefactor α < 1 in Eq. (12).
Let us consider these corrections at stronger magnetic fields. Unfortunately, the exact crossover functions appear to

be rather cumbersome [1, 2] and we will restrict ourselves to the analysis of the asymptotic forms of the corrections at
ΩB ≫ T . As shown in Appendix A, the Maki-Thompson contribution to the MC saturates in this range of magnetic
fields. On the other hand, it turns out that Eq. (21) works there as well, yielding a dominating logarithmic-in-B
contribution [2, 72]

∆σDoS = −G0
ln(ΩB/2πT )

ln(Tc/T )
. (23)
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This result can be also obtained if for the calculation of δσDoS(B) at ΩB ≫ 2πT, one simply substitutes ΩB/2π
instead of T in Eq. (17), thus taking into account the B-dependence of the effective coupling constant, which gives

∆σDoS(B)

G0
=
δσDoS(B)− δσDoS(0)

G0
≃ − ln

[
ln(Tc/T )

ln(2πTc/ΩB)

]
≃ − ln(ΩB/2πT )

ln(Tc/T )
. (24)

We thus see that the interaction corrections in the Cooper channel indeed reduce the effective prefactor α in the
MC, as compared to the non-interacting case:

αC
ee = 1− π2

6 ln2(Tc/T )
, ΩB ≪ T, (25)

αC
ee = 1− 1

ln(Tc/T )
, ΩB ≫ T. (26)

Here only the asymptotics of the prefactor is presented (and we write the corresponding conditions with the logarithmic
accuracy). To describe the crossover, one can use Eqs. (21) and (22) for the DoS-correction, and Eq. (A6) for the
Maki-Thompson one, in the whole range of magnetic fields.
When the conductance is not very high (which is the situation of a primary interest to us in Section V), ~/τϕ → kBT

with decreasing g (see Fig. 2), so that both corrections are quadratic in B for ΩB ≪ T . Therefore the reduction of the
prefactor in the nontrivial logarithmic MC occurring at ΩB ≫ 1/τϕ is determined by the DoS-correction and given
by Eq. (26) in this case.
Let us now estimate the values of the prefactor αC

ee corresponding to the typical parameters of our experiment.
Since we consider here the Coulomb repulsion, we have η ≃ EF . We also set λ0 to be of the order of |F σ

0 | for our
estimates. All the data presented below are obtained for electron density that changes from approximately 1×1016 m−2

(EF ≃ 450 K) to 2× 1015 m−2 (EF ≃ 90 K), the value of F σ
0 varies from −0.25 to −0.45.[51] Equation (19) gives the

following estimate for Tc: it is 3 × 104 K for the highest electron density and 103 K for the lowest one. Substituting
these quantities in Eq. (26) we see that the value of αC

ee is only slightly less than unity for any electron density and
temperature in the range (0.4 − 4.2) K: its maximal value, αC

ee ≃ 0.99, corresponds to n = 1016 m−2, T = 0.4 K,
and ΩB ≪ 2πT , the minimal value, αC

ee ≃ 0.85, is realized for n = 2 × 1015 m−2, T = 4.2 K, and ΩB ≫ 2πT .
For reference, the experimentally observed decrease of the prefactor is about five times as large (see Section V).
The contributions of the corrections in the Cooper channel and WL-contribution in the magnetoconductivity are
illustrated by Fig. 3. For calculation, we have used the parameters of one of the samples investigated in Section V:
kF l = 2.2, EF = 11 meV, and T = 1.5 K. It is clearly seen that the corrections in the Cooper channel only slightly
reduce the magnetoconductivity in magnitude and practically does not change the curve shape. The last is more
evident if one applies the standard fitting procedure trying to describe the total correction ∆σWL +∆σMT +∆σDoS

by Eq. (10) (compare circles and dashed line in Fig. 3). This procedure demonstrates once again that the interaction
in the Cooper channel cannot be responsible for the reduction of the prefactor in the magnetoconductivity: in this
example the interaction correction results in reduction of α on the value 0.15 instead of 0.65 observed experimentally.
In what follows we will consider the conductivity corrections of higher-order in 1/g. Taking into account such

terms, we will find the O(1/g)-correction to the prefactor α. Therefore, in order to determine the main source of the
reduction of α one should compare the values of G0/σ and λc(T ). It turns out that already at sufficiently high values
of σ ∼ 10G0 the 1/g-corrections win. Moreover, from the theoretical point of view, the latter mechanism of reduction
of α will always win in the limit T → 0, since λc(T ) decreases while 1/g(T ) increases with decreasing T .

IV. HIGHER-ORDER CORRECTIONS TO THE MAGNETOCONDUCTIVITY

A. Second-loop correction to the magnetoconductivity: interference term

At intermediate and small values of kF l the higher order corrections in 1/g should be taken into account. To sum up
these corrections, a self-consistent theory of Anderson localization was invented in Ref. 22. The generalization of this
approach onto the case of finite magnetic field was developed in Ref. 77 (see also earlier works, Refs. 78, 79). However,
as will be seen below, there is no agreement between the theory [77] and experimental results at low conductivity.
This is related to the fact that the self-consistent theory [77] mistreats the quantum corrections involving diffusons,
as was pointed out in Ref. 23.
Another approach is based on the systematic analysis of higher-order quantum corrections arising from the second-

loop term in scaling theory of localization.[6, 7] Physically, the second-loop corrections correspond to the contributions
of the interfering waves traversing along the paths that form two loops (instead of a single loop for the first-order WL
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FIG. 3: The contributions to the magnetoconductivity in the Cooper channel as compared with that due to the weak localization.
The ∆σWL-versus-b curve is Eq. (10) with α = 1, ∆σMT -versus-b curve is calculated from Eqs. (21) and (22), ∆σMT -versus-b
curve is Eq. (A6). The parameters corresponding to the case of kF l = 2.2 (see Section V for experimental details) have been
used in the calculations: EF = 11 meV that corresponds to n ≃ 2.8×1015 m−2, F σ

0 = −0.42, [51] τ = 6.2×10−14 s, γ−1 = 104,
T = 1.5 K. Circles are the sum of all the contributions, dashed line is the best fit by Eq. (10), which gives α = 0.85, γ−1 = 113.
Note, the prefactor value obtained experimentally is 0.35 (see Fig. 7 and Table I).

correction) in the real space. We start with the analysis of the next order correction for non-interacting electrons.[6]
It is well known [3, 10, 80, 81, 82] that the β-function,

β(g) =
∂ ln g

∂ lnL
, (27)

governing the scaling of the conductance with the system size L, depends on whether the magnetic field is present
(unitary ensemble) or absent (orthogonal ensemble). Note that in this section, we measure the conductance per spin
in units of G0, which allows us to avoid the appearance of additional factors of π; we will use a notation g ≡ πg/2 for
the such defined dimensionless conductance. At large conductance, only the first non-vanishing order of the expansion
of β(g) in powers of 1/g is relevant. Of course, the renormalization group equation perturbative in 1/g can not be
applied to the region of g . 1.
Let us discuss the crossover between the orthogonal and unitary ensembles. In the unitary ensemble the one-loop

(Cooperon) term in beta-function vanishes, and the β-function is given for g ≫ 1 by [10, 81, 82]

βU (g) = − 1

2g2
+O

(
1

g4

)
. (28)

Solving the scaling equation Eq. (27) with Eq. (28), one gets for L≪ ξU , i.e., for g ≫ 1.

g = g0 −
1

2g0
ln(L/l), (29)

where g0 = πkF l/2. The conductivity (in the spin-degenerate system) is then given by

σ = 2G0g = σ0 −
e2

2π2~

1

πkF l
ln
(
τDϕ /τ

)
. (30)

Here we use the phase-breaking length as the cutoff for the renormalized conductance, L = LD
ϕ = (DτDϕ )1/2.

In the perturbation theory, the corresponding second-loop correction to the conductivity

δσD
2 = −G

2
0

σ0
ln

(
τDϕ
τ

)
(31)
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is produced by the diagrams with two and three diffusons.[6] Note that the phase-breaking time determining the
T -dependence of the second-order corrections δσ2 is given by the same [44] equation, Eq. (6), as obtained for the
conventional first-order WL correction

τDϕ = τϕ. (32)

In the orthogonal ensemble the weak-localization expression for the beta-function has the form [10, 81]

βO(g) = −1

g
+O

(
1

g4

)
. (33)

The term O(1/g2) vanishes, as the contribution of diagrams involving Cooperons δσC
2 = (G2

0/σ) ln(τϕ/τ) exactly
cancels the purely diffuson (determining the result in the unitary ensemble) contribution δσD

2 .
With increasing magnetic field, the Cooperons get suppressed and only the diffuson contribution δσD

2 survives at
B ≫ Btr, yielding the result for the unitary ensemble discussed above. In the crossover regime between orthogonal
and unitary ensemble (1/τϕ . B . Btr), the positive second order Cooperon contribution can be written similarly to
the usual WL-correction: [83]

δσC
2 (B)

G0
= −G0

σ0

[
ψ

(
1

2
+

1

ΩBτϕ

)
− ψ

(
1

2
+

1

ΩBτ

)]
. (34)

Physically, this is because the nature of the suppression of both corrections is the same: magnetic field destroys the
phase coherence between the paths traversed in opposite directions. Clearly, such a form matches the limiting cases
B = 0 and B ≫ Btr, that are δσ

C
2 (0) = −δσD

2 (0) and δσC
2 (B & Btr) → 0, respectively. Since δσD

2 is B-independent,
we have

∆σWL
2 (B) = δσ2(B)− δσ2(0) = δσC

2 (B)− δσC
2 (0) (35)

and hence the second-loop WL correction to the MC reads

∆σWL
2 (B)

G0
= −G0

σ0
H(b, γ) (36)

This expression implies that the effective prefactor αWL depends on the value of σ0/G0 (note that this is in contrast
to the case of the interaction correction in the Cooper channel, where the prefactor is T -dependent),

αWL = 1− G0

σ0
(37)

when the two-loop interference correction is taken into account. This is a perturbative in 1/g0 result. In appendix B
we generalize this result using the scaling approach, which would allow us to replace effectively σ0 → σ in Eq. (37) in
a broad range of the conductivity, see Section VIA.
However, this is not the end of the story. There also exists a two-loop correction that describes an interplay between

the weak localization and the interaction effects. This correction is addressed in the next subsection.

B. Second-loop correction to magnetoconductivity: interplay of weak localization and interaction.

Let us remind the reader, that to the leading order in 1/g, there are two distinct conductivity corrections. These
are (i) the WL correction, which does not involve the interaction (we assume here that Ω−1

B ≪ τϕ, so that the WL
correction is cut off by the magnetic field) and (ii) interaction-induced Altshuler-Aronov correction which is insensitive
to the magnetic field in the whole range of B. Both effects give rise to the logarithmic terms in the conductivity,

δσWL = G0 ln(ΩBτ), δσee = G0 ln(Tτ). (38)

Note that the prefactors in front of logarithms are the same for both corrections (for simplicity, we neglect the
contribution of the triplet channel governed by F σ

0 in δσee, assuming that the Coulomb interaction is weak). As a
mutual effect of the interaction and weak localization, in the next order in 1/g there should arise an interaction-

induced and magnetic field dependent term, δσI×WL
2 , which would also affect the MC. For high enough temperatures,

T ≫ ΩB, this correction was calculated in Ref. 5.
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One can distinguish the two types of the interplay effects that produce such a correction. The first one is the effect
of interaction-induced inelastic scattering on the WL correction. The corresponding correction is termed δσdeph in
Ref. 5 and is related to the B-dependent dephasing time. The second effect can be thought of as the influence of
weak localization on the interaction-induced Altshuler-Aronov correction, the corresponding correction being termed
δσCWL.
In what follows, we will analyze the interaction correction to the MC at ΩBτϕ ≫ 1. For 1/τϕ ≪ ΩB ≪ T , the

dephasing term is given by [5]

δσdeph =
G2

0

σ0

{
πT

ΩB

[
ln

T

ΩB
+ 1

]
+ ln

1

ΩBτ

}
, T ≫ ΩB, (39)

while the cross-term of Coulomb interaction and weak localization looks as follows [5]

δσCWL =
G2

0

σ0

{
1

2
ln

(
1

ΩBτ

)
+O(ln Tτ)

}
, T ≫ ΩB . (40)

The term O(ln Tτ) is beyond the accuracy of the theory, since the second-order interaction correction (not involving
Cooperons) produces an analogous contribution. This term, however, does not depend on the magnetic field and we
throw it away when the MR is considered.
We see that in the range of high enough temperature, T ≫ ΩB, apart from the modification of the dephasing rate

by the magnetic field,[85] described by the first term in Eq. (39), there is a logarithmic contribution to the MC,

δσI×WL
2 =

3G2
0

2σ0
ln

(
Btr

B

)
, T ≫ ΩB . (41)

This contribution is very similar to that found in the preceding subsections and also reduces the prefactor α in front
of the logarithmic term. However, in this range of magnetic fields the first term in Eq. (40) corresponding to the
B-dependent [5, 46] dephasing time (Sec. II B)

1

τϕ(B)
≃ T

g
ln(T/ΩB), 1/τϕ ≪ ΩB ≪ T, (42)

dominates and the subleading logarithmic term Eq. (41) as well as the second-loop WL-contribution are of little
importance. We will analyze the role of the contribution Eq. (39) in more detail elsewhere.[61] In experiments
discussed in Sections V and VI, the fitting of the MC is carried out in the range of magnetic field such that T ≪ ΩB

and therefore the magnetic-field impact on the dephasing is of a less importance in our case. Note also that with
decreasing g the above range 1/τϕ ≪ ΩB ≪ T tends to shrink.
In stronger magnetic fields (or, equivalently, of lower temperatures T ≪ ΩB, not considered in Ref. 5), the situation

changes in the following way:[84] the magnetic-field dependent contribution to the dephasing term becomes small, ∝
(T/ΩB)

2, since the corresponding frequency integral is determined by ω . T ≪ ΩB. Therefore, the main contribution
to the MC comes from δσCWL. This contribution reads [84]

δσCWL =
G2

0

σ0
ln

(
1

ΩBτ

)
, T ≪ ΩB, (43)

and, therefore,

δσI×WL
2 ≃ δσCWL =

G2
0

σ0
ln

(
Btr

B

)
. (44)

Similarly to the one-loop corrections, the interaction-related contribution Eq. (44) and “noninteracting”WL correction
Eq. (36) have the same prefactors in front of ln(Btr/B). It is worth mentioning that the logarithm-squared terms
of the types ln2[1/(ΩBτ)] and ln(Tτ) ln[1/(ΩBτ)] do cancel out at T ≪ ΩB, as in the case of weaker magnetic field
considered in Ref. 5. Note that the interaction-based renormalization group (RG) equations derived by Finkelstein [47]
are the one-loop equations with respect to the disorder, while here we are dealing with the second-loop contribution.
When the parameter σ/G0 is large, the two-loop correction is much less than the absolute value of the first-order

correction σWL
1 which in the same magnetic field range is

δσWL
1

G0
= − ln

(
Btr

B

)
. (45)
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When σ decreases, both δσI×WL
2 and δσWL

2 become more important, and the resulting conductivity correction,

δσ = δσWL
1 + δσWL

2 + δσI×WL
2 , looks as follows

δσ

G0
≃ −

[
1− (1 + 1)

G0

σ0

]
ln

(
Btr

B

)
, T ≪ ΩB. (46)

Moreover, as in the case of the “non-interacting” WL terms discussed in the preceding subsection, we can replace
σ0 → σ(b = 1) in the above equation. Thus, in the second-loop order, the combined effect of weak-localization and
Coulomb interaction reduces the prefactor α in front of the logarithmic correction to the MC:

α2 = 1− 2G0

σ
. (47)

This is one of the central results of the present paper.

C. Meaning of the dephasing time extracted from experiments

In the preceding subsections we have analyzed the role of the second-loop corrections to the conductivity, δσ2(B).
It has been demonstrated that these corrections give rise to a reduction of the effective prefactor in the WLMC-
expression Eq. (10a). On the other hand, when both the zero-B [σ(b = 0)] and the strong-B [σ(b ≫ 1)] conductivities
are still larger than G0, the second-order terms do not affect significantly the value of the dephasing time extracted
from fitting MC by the WLMC-expression. This is, in particular, because of the fact that the phase-breaking time
governing the T -dependence of second-loop conductivity corrections is equal to the “one-loop” dephasing time.[44]
Therefore it becomes possible to attribute the experimentally obtained value of γfit to the true value of dephasing
time, τϕ = τ/γfit in the range of moderately “high” conductivities, σ(b = 0) & 3G0 and for all the experimentally
accessible temperatures.
Let us now discuss the relation between quantity γfit and the real dephasing time in a broader range of σ(b = 0),

including the WI regime, where σ(b = 0) < G0 whereas σ(b ≫ 1) > G0. We will demonstrate that in the WI regime
the value of γfit obtained from the fitting procedure is not proportional to the dephasing rate. This also may affect
the experimentally obtained value of τϕ in the crossover between the WL and WI regimes.
In Appendix C, we show that the fitting of the MC with the use of the WLMC-formula gives the following value of

the parameter γ:

γfit = C exp
{

1

αG0

[
σ(b = 0)− σ(b ≫ 1)

]}
, (48)

where the numerical factor of order unity, C, is related to T -independent contribution of ballistic paths and thus
depends on the nature of disorder. In the case of a white-noise disorder, C = 1/2.[66]
The equation (48) holds for large σ(b ≫ 1) but for an arbitrary σ(b = 0). Here σ(b = 0) and σ(b ≫ 1) are the total

conductivities, including e.g. interaction-induced contributions. When the conductivity is high, σ(b = 0) ≫ G0, it is
sufficient to consider the one-loop corrections to the conductivity. Then we have α ≃ 1, σ(b ≫ 1) ≃ σ0 + δσee, and
σ(0) = σ0 +G0 ln(2γ) + δσee, which yields

γfit ≃ γ = τ/τϕ, g ≫ 1, (49)

in accordance with the standard WL-theory.
Let us now consider the WI regime. In this regime, the quantum corrections are strong and almost compensate

the Drude conductivity. Let us first consider an ideal but rather a non-realistic situation of large σ0 ≫ G0 and

exponentially low temperatures, such that σ0/G0 ≪ ln(τϕ/τ) ≪ (σ0/G0)
2. In this case we can set σ(b = 0) ≃ 0,

α ≃ 1, and substitute σ0 for σ(b≫ 1) in Eq. (48):

γ
(WI)
fit ∼ exp

{
− σ0
αG0

}
∼
(
l

ξO

)2

(50)

Obviously, the quantity γ
(WI)
fit from Eq. (50) has nothing to do with the true value of the dephasing time. In particular,

the “experimentally obtained” phase-breaking time, τfitϕ = τ/γfit, saturates with decreasing T at the value given by

the localization length: τfitϕ ∼ ξ2O/D, whereas the real τϕ(T ) diverges in the limit T → 0.

This has the following simple explanation. When σ(b = 0) ≪ G0 and τϕ ≫ ξ2O/D, electrons are localized and
only for lB ∼ ξO their motion becomes diffusive at scales larger than ξO. On the other hand, as mentioned in the
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Introduction, the magnetic field gives rise to a parabolic MR (whatever the mechanism of the MR is) even in the
localized regime. Thus, the parabolic low-field MR persists up to the field for which ΩBτϕ ≫ 1. Only at stronger
fields the MR becomes logarithmic. From “the point of view” of the WLMC-expression, this indeed corresponds to

γ
(WI)
fit ∼ (l/ξO)

2. This is because the fitting procedure yields the value 1/τfitϕ , related to the strength of magnetic field

at which the crossover between B2 to lnB behavior of the MC occurs.
In the realistic situation of intermediate conductances and not too low T , the temperature behavior of γfit appears

to be very complicated in the WI-regime. In particular, even at moderately low temperatures, the experimentally
extracted value of γfit may scale with the temperature as T p with p 6= 1, if the conductance is not very high.
Moreover, since the T -dependence of γfit in the WI regime is mainly determined by the T -dependence of σ(b = 0, T )
in the localized regime, the behavior of γfit(T ) depends strongly on the concrete mechanism of transport in the
localized regime. Qualitatively, the dephasing rate extracted from the experiment can be roughly approximated to
match Eqs. (49) and (50)

1

τfitϕ (T )
∼ 1

τϕ(T )
+

1

τ

(
l

ξO

)2/α

. (51)

However, this formula does not allow one to describe quantitatively the T -dependence of the true dephasing time
τϕ(T ) in the low-T regime.
The relation between the real dephasing rate and the behavior of γfit(T ) can be illustrated using the following toy

model. Let us assume that the true dephasing rate is always proportional to temperature, independently of the value
of the conductance,

γtrue(T ) ≡ T/T0. (52)

Furthermore, for simplicity we consider only the interference contribution to the conductivity, that is we neglect the
corrections discussed in Section IVB. We also neglect the T -independent ballistic contributions, so that the numerical
factor in Eq. (48) is equal unity. Then the conductivity at high magnetic fields is given by Eq. (30),

σ(b ≫ 1;T ) = σ0 −
G2

0

σ0
ln(T0/T ), (53)

while the prefactor in the WLMC-formula decreases as αWL = 1−G0/σ(b≫ 1). The zero-B conductivity is described
by

σ(b = 0;T ) = σ0 −G0 ln(T0/T ), σ(b = 0)/G0 > 1 (54)

in the WL-regime, specifically for

T > T1 ≡ T0 exp(σ0/G0 − 1). (55)

In the localized regime (T < T1 corresponding to σ(b = 0) < G0), we assume that the conductivity in our toy-model is
due to some activation mechanism (which is not the case in our experiments described below, but nevertheless reflects
qualitatively the behavior of the zero-B conductivity, when it is small),

σ(b = 0;T ) = G0 exp(1− T1/T ), σ(b = 0)/G0 < 1. (56)

Remarkably, the two expressions Eq. (54) and Eq. (56) for σ(b = 0) match each other very nicely and are almost
indistinguishable in the range 0.5 . σ(b = 0)/G0 . 1.5 for arbitrary σ0. We substitute these conductivities in Eq. (48)
with C = 1 and plot the value of γfit which would be obtained in an experiment on our toy-system.
The results of such an experiment are shown in Fig. 4. It is clearly seen that the “experimentally extracted”

dephasing rate deviates in the low-T limit from the true one, which by definition is described by a straight line.
Moreover, the saturation of the dephasing, occurring when σ(b = 0) < G0, becomes evident at sufficiently low
temperatures even for high enough Drude conductivities (the higher is the conductivity, the lower is the “saturation
temperature”). On the other hand, at high temperatures, γfit is linear-in-T, for all σ0, implying that the fitting
procedure gives a reasonable high-T behavior of the dephasing time.
We conclude that the fitting of the MC with the use of the WLMC-expression cannot serve to obtain the real

temperature behavior of the phase-breaking time at σ(b = 0) . G0. Moreover, at such low conductivities the fitting
procedure may yield seemingly a spurious saturation of the “experimentally extracted” dephasing rate at T → 0.
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FIG. 4: Illustration of low-temperature saturation of τϕ obtained “experimentally” for the toy-model with different kF l-values:
(a) – kF l = 3 (T1 = 0.033 K), (b) – kF l = 2, (T1 = 0.76 K), and (c) – kF l = 1.5 (T1 = 3.7 K). Upper panels show the
temperature dependences of γtrue = T/T0, T0 = 150 K (dashed lines) and γfit (solid lines) found from Eq. (48) with the use of
T -dependence of σ(b = 0) and σ(b≫ 1) shown in lower panels.

D. Effect of second-loop corrections to the MC: summary

We can summarize the results of the preceding sections as follows:

1. B = 0; WL contribution. The terms of the second and third orders in 1/g cancel out in the relative interference
correction in zero magnetic field. This means that for numerical reasons the temperature dependence of δσWL

at B = 0 is experimentally just the same as for the case g ≫ 1, down to low enough values of σ ≃ (2− 3)G0:

δσWL(T )

G0
= −β ln

(
τϕ(T )

τ

)
, where β = 1. (57)

2. B 6= 0; no interaction. The terms of the second order in 1/g do not influence the shape of the magnetic field
dependence of the interference correction leading only to the decreasing of the prefactor. Therefore, the MC
due to suppression of the WL is described by Eq. (10a)

∆σ(b)

G0
= αWL

{
ψ

(
1

2
+
γ

b

)
− ψ

(
1

2
+

1

b

)
− ln γ

}
, (58)

with the prefactor αWL decreasing as αWL = 1−G0/σ with lowering σ down to σ ≃ (2 − 3)G0.
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3. Coulomb interaction; 1/τϕ ≪ ΩB ≪ T . The combined effect of the weak localization and Coulomb interaction
leads to magnetic-field dependent corrections to the conductivity of the same order in 1/g as in previous case.
At high temperatures, T ≫ ΩB, the main effect is in the B-dependence of the dephasing time, which is reflected
in the correction to the high-B asymptotics of the digamma-function formula, Eqs. (10) – (14),

δ[∆σ(B)] ∼ π2

2

[
1

ΩBτϕ(B)
− 1

ΩBτϕ(0)

]
≃ π2

2g

T

ΩB
ln

(
T

gΩB

)
. (59)

Also, in this range of B, the Maki-Thompson correction to the MC dominates over the DoS-correction in the
Cooper channel.

4. Coulomb interaction, stronger magnetic field, T ≪ ΩB ≪ 1/τ . The combined effect of the weak localization
and Coulomb interaction yields a logarithmic contribution to the MC, δσ = (G0/σ) ln[1/(ΩBτ)]. Therefore, the
total prefactor α in the MC is given by α2 = 1−2G0/σ. This suggests that if the MC is fitted by Eq. (10), in the
range of magnetic fields T ≪ ΩB ≪ 1/τ , the decrease of the prefactor α is due to the second-loop corrections.
Note, that taking into account the contribution of the triplet channel to δσCWL (neglected above) reduces the
contribution of e-e interaction to the prefactor of the logarithmic conductivity correction, similarly to the case
of the first-order Altshuler-Aronov correction [84]. We also recall that the correction due to interaction in the
Cooper channel is dominated by the DoS correction at such magnetic fields.

5. B > Btr. In this range of magnetic fields the logarithmic corrections to the MC vanish. However, there are
B-independent corrections ∝ (G0/σ) ln(Tτ) coming from the second-loop contributions, both from the non-
interacting contribution (WL in the unitary ensemble) and from the cross-term (Coulomb plus WL). These
corrections are important at low enough conductivities, when they can give an appreciable contribution to the
prefactor of the T -dependence of the high-B conductivity.

6. Dephasing time. The fitting of the MC by the WLMC-expression gives a correct value of the dephasing rate
for σ(B = 0) & 3G0. The T -dependence of τϕ is given by a solution of the self-consistent equation (6) rather
than by the first iteration of this equation for intermediate conductances. When applied in the WI regime,
ξO < Lϕ < ξU , the WLMC-expression yields the value of γfit which is not proportional to the true dephasing
rate, but contains information about the localization length, ξO.

The above results are illustrated in Fig. 5. In the WL-regime, the magnetoconductivity as a function of b behaves
differently in the four regions of the magnetic field, I : b < bϕ, II : bϕ < b < bT , III : bT < b < 1, and IV : b > 1.
Here bϕ = τ/τϕ = γ is given by the dephasing rate and bT = Tτ is set by the temperature. In the region I, the
MC is quadratic. In the region II, the deviation from the WLMC-formula Eq. (10) is determined by the impact
of the magnetic field on the dephasing, and therefore other second-loop corrections are irrelevant. The region II,
however, shrinks to zero with decreasing conductance, σ → G0. In the region III, the B-dependence of the dephasing
is no longer crucial. The MC is given by Eq. (10) and the value of the prefactor α is determined by the second-loop
contributions, Eq. (47). If the fitting procedure is carried out in the range of B involving the fields such that b≫ bT , it
is this value of the prefactor which is expected to be found experimentally. In the WI-regime, the region II disappears,
while the value of the magnetic field bξ, where the crossover between the parabolic (region I) and logarithmic (region
III) MC occurs, is determined by the localization length ξO: bξ ∼ (l/ξO)

2. The MC in the region I (b < bξ) is beyond
the scope of the present paper. On the other hand, the MC in the region III has the same origin as in the WL-regime
and can be fitted by Eq. (10).
In what follows we present the experimental results obtained in a wide range of conductivity. We start our analysis

from the simpler case of high conductivity and follow what happens with the WL and MC with changing T and kF l,
and thus with the decreasing of the conductivity. We compare the experimental results with the above theory and
find a quantitative agreement between the theory and the experiment.

V. EXPERIMENT

In order to test quantitatively such refined theoretical predictions as presented above, suitable two-dimensional
structures have to be used. First of all, the structures should be based on materials with single valley energy spectrum.
Only one size-quantized subband should be occupied. Electrons should be only in the quantum well, no electrons
should be in the doping layers. Finally, to avoid spin-dependent effects, the structures have to be symmetrical in
shape in the growth direction. The single quantum well heterostructures based on A3B5 semiconductors met these
requirements. We have investigated three types of the GaAs/InxGa1−xAs/GaAs single quantum well structures. They
are distinguished by a “starting” nominal disorder that is achieved by a different manner of doping.
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FIG. 5: Schematic representation of the low-field quantum magnetoconductivity. Arrows show characteristic magnetic fields
which mark off the regions with different behavior of magnetoconductivity (see text). It should be emphasized that the region
III is much wider than regions I and II in our case (see Table I).

A. Experimental details and samples

The heterostructures with 80Å-In0.2Ga0.8As single quantum well in GaAs were grown by metal-organic vapor-phase
epitaxy on a semi-insulator GaAs substrate. Structure H451 with high starting disorder had Si− δ−doping layer in
the center of the quantum well. The electron density n and mobility µ in this structure were n = 0.89× 1016 m−2 and
µ = 0.23 m2/Vs. Structure Z88 had lower starting disorder because the doping δ layers were disposed on each side
of the quantum well and were separated from it by the 60 Å spacer of undoped GaAs. The parameters of structure
Z88 were n = 5.1 × 1015 m−2 and µ = 1.3 m2/Vs. Finally, the third structure 3509 had not δ doping layers. The
conductivity of this structure was less than 10−2G0 at liquid helium temperatures. The thickness of undoped GaAs
cap layer was 3000 Å for all structures. The samples were mesa etched into standard Hall bars and then an Al gate
electrode was deposited by thermal evaporation onto the cap layer of the structures H451 and Z88 through a mask.
Varying the gate voltage Vg from 0.0 to −3..−4 V we decreased the electron density in the quantum well and changed
kF l from 9 − 30, for different samples, down to ≃ 1 (the values of kF l and Btr have been experimentally found as
described in Appendix D). The conductivity of structure 3509 was changed via illumination by light of a incandescent
lamp through a light guide. Due to persistent conductivity effect we were able to increase the conductivity and
electron density for this structure up to approximately 60G0 and 5 × 1015 m−2, respectively, changing the duration
and intensity of illumination. Several samples of each structures have been measured and they all demonstrate the
universal behavior.

B. Overview of the experimental results

The temperature dependences of the zero-B resistivity ρ measured at several kF l-values controlled by the gate
voltage for one of the samples made from structure Z88 are presented in Fig. 6(a). A thorough analysis of these
dependences has been done in Ref. 31. It has been shown that the σ-versus-T dependences are close to the logarithmic
ones for kF l & 2 over the actual temperature range. For the lower kF l- values, when the conductivity is less than
e2/h, a significant deviation from the logarithmic behavior is observed. The temperature dependences of conductivity
are well described within the framework of the conventional theory of the quantum corrections down to kF l ≃ 2. It
has been also shown that the interference contribution to the conductivity for B = 0 exceeds the contribution due to
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FIG. 6: (a) The temperature dependence of the resistivity for structure Z88, measured at different kF l values: 1.6; 2.2; 2.9;
7.7; 12.8; 17.9 (from the top to the bottom). Horizontal lines show the values of σ−1

0
= (πkF lG0)

−1 where kF l was found as
described in Appendix D. (b) The ρxx-versus-B dependences measured for kF l from the left panel at T = 1.5 K.

the electron-electron interaction in 3− 5 times.
The experimental magnetic-field dependences of ρxx measured at T = 1.5 K for the different kF l-values are presented

in Fig. 6(b). We restrict our consideration to the range of low magnetic field. In these fields the negative MR is
completely determined by the interference effects which is subject of this paper. The high-magnetic-field MR and
the role of electron-electron interaction have been studied in details in Ref. 51 and we will not consider them here.
Even a cursory examination of Fig. 6(b) shows that the MR-curves are close in the shape for all kF l-values, while the
magnitude of the resistivity ρ at low temperature is varied by more than two orders. This is more clearly seen from
Fig. 7 where ∆σ(B) = 1/ρxx(B) − 1/ρxx(0) plotted as a function of reduced magnetic field, b = B/Btr. Let us now
analyze the experimental results starting with the case of high conductivity.

1. High conductivities, σ > 20G0

In the case of sufficiently high zero-B conductivities, σ > 20G0, the value of kF l > 6 is large enough and δσ ≪ σ0 in
our temperature range. Therefore the use of WLMC-expression (10) is really warranted. For structure Z88, the results
of the fit over the magnetic field range from 0 to 0.25 Btr with α and γ = τ/τϕ as fitting parameters are presented
in Fig. 7 by dashed lines (the fit over narrower magnetic field range gives the close values of the fitting parameters
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different kF l values. Solid curves are the experimental data, dashed curves are the best fit by Eq. (10) with γ and α given in
Table I.

to an accuracy of 15%). The corresponding values of α and γ are given in Table I. It is evident that Eq. (10) well
describes the experimental data. As seen from Fig. 8, where the results of such a data treatment are collected for all
the structures, the prefactor α is close to unity that agrees with the low value of γ < 2× 10−2 ≪ 1. Thus we conclude
that the fitting procedure gives the value of τϕ which can be directly attributed to the phase relaxation time.
Let us compare the extracted values of the dephasing time with the theory of the dephasing outlined in Section IIA.

The experimental dependences of τϕ(σ) are presented in Fig. 9. In the same figure we show the solution of Eq. (8)
with F σ

0 from the range −0.45...− 0.25 that corresponds to Kee = 0...0.55 obtained for the structures presented here
in Ref. 51. As seen the experimental data are in satisfactory agreement with the theory of Ref. 46. At first glance,
it seems that we are able to determine the value of F σ

0 from experimentally obtained values of the phase-breaking
time. However, our analysis shows that the total uncertainty in determination of the phase relaxation time due to
the neglect of the magnetic field dependence of the dephasing rate and due to the influence of ballistic effects [60] can
be estimated as 20− 30% that obviously does not allow us to determine F σ

0 by this way reliably. Thus, we assess the
dephasing rate obtained experimentally for high conductivity as agreeing with the theoretical prediction.
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TABLE I: The parameters for the structures Z88 (T -dependent quantities are given at T=1.5 K).

σ(G0) kF l Btr(Tesla) α τϕ (10−12 s) γ−1 bT

50.9 17.9 0.029 0.9 23.3 69 0.073

18.7 7.7 0.12 0.79 13.6 73 0.037

4.66 2.9 0.64 0.53 9.1 96 0.019

2.2 2.2 1.06 0.35 7.8 104 0.015

0.575 1.6 1.64 0.14 5.9 92 0.013
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F σ
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2. Intermediate and low conductivities, σ < 20G0

Although the WLMC-expression Eq. (10) describes the experimental results rather well (see Fig. 7), the correctness
of the standard fitting procedure is questionable at these conductivity values. This is because the prefactor α reveals
significant decreasing at σ . 10G0 [see Fig. 8(b)], implying that the second fitting parameter γ can in principle lose
the meaning of the ratio of τ to τϕ. Therefore it is necessary either to understand the reasons of such a decrease
or to use another theoretical model. In what follows we will try to employ the results of Section IV to describe
the experimental data. We will show that the decrease of α can be understood within the framework of the weak
localization theory extended to include the corrections of the second order in 1/g. This means that the value of γfit
extracted experimentally can be considered as the true value of τ/τϕ down to σ ≃ 3G0. Remarkably, it turns out that
even in the case of low zero-B conductivities 0.1G0 < σ(B = 0) < 3G0, Eq. (10) describes the magnetoconductance
shape perfectly (see Fig. 7). Moreover, surprisingly, this procedure gives the values of the parameter τϕ, which are
close to that found from Eq. (8) down to 0.1G0 [see Fig. 9].

C. Comparison with the self-consistent theory of the MC

Before applying the approach developed in theoretical part of our paper to the experimental data, let us use the
self-consistent Kleinert-Bryksin theory of the Anderson localization in a magnetic field. According to Ref. 77 σ(B) is
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the solution of the following self-consistent equation

σ

G0
=
σ0
G0

− ψ

(
1

2
+
l2B
4l2

+
l2B

4Dτϕ

)
− ψ

(
1

2
+

l2B
4Dτϕ

)
, (60)

where D itself depends on σ as D = σ/(e22ν). The experimental σ-versus-B dependences together with the solution
of Eq. (60) for two values of the conductivity are shown in Fig. 10. It is evident that even for the relatively high
conductivity σ(B = 0) = 18.7G0 Eq. (60) describes the experiment noticeably worse than Eq. (10). In the case of
low σ the theory by Kleinert and Bryksin [77] gives fully incorrect behavior of σ(B). One can try to improve the
expression Eq. (60) treating self-consistently not only the diffusion constant but also the other σ-dependent quantities
in Eq. (60), e.g. using the self-consistent equation (6) for τϕ. However, the numerical calculation shows that this
modification of Eq. (60) does not change the results significantly.

VI. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: WL BEYOND ONE LOOP

A. Prefactor in the WLMC-formula

Let us recall now the possible reasons which can in principle lead to decrease of the prefactor α. They were
considered in Section II B. Below we will discuss some of them which could be relevant in our situation in more detail.
First of all, the decrease of α with decreasing σ cannot obviously result from the violation of the diffusion regime,

even for not very high σ, because the ratio of τϕ and τ is almost independent of the conductivity and remains high
enough, as illustrated by Fig. 8 (a). Also, the range of magnetic fields, where the fitting of the MC-curves was
performed, b . 0.25, does not include the ballistic range of fields, B & Btr.
Second, the decrease in the prefactor can in principle result from the contribution of the e-e interaction in the

Cooper channel. It is apparent that treating the constant λ0 in Eq. (18) as a fitting parameter, as is usually done,
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FIG. 11: The prefactor α plotted against the temperature (a) and conductivity (b) when the latter changes with temperature.
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we are able to describe formally the experimental data by the sum of Eq. (15) and Eq. (10) with α = 1. What is the
result? For example, processing the experimental ∆σ-versus-(B) curves for actual conductivity range (σ at T = 1.5 K
is about 5G0) we have obtained that the value of seed constant λ0 changes from λ0 ≃ 4 at T = 3 K to λ0 ≃ −0.62 at
T = 0.46 K. Thus, the interaction constant changes with temperature not only the value but, moreover, the sign. It
is clear that this result is meaningless. If we fix the interaction constant, say, at the value λ0 = −0.62 corresponding
to the best fit for T = 0.46 K, we obtain drastic positive magnetoresistance for T = 3 K instead of negative one
observed experimentally. Therefore, already the formal fitting procedure demonstrates that the electron-electron
interaction in the Cooper channel is not responsible for the decrease of the prefactor with conductivity decrease under
our experimental conditions.
However, as discussed in Section III, the actual value of the effective interaction constant λc(T ) yields a small

corrections to the MC (as an example, see Fig. 3), which cannot be responsible for a drastic decrease of α. This is
mainly because the ratio EF /T ∼ 102 − 103 is very large in structures investigated. Therefore the relevance of the
interaction corrections in the Cooper channel can be ruled out in the present experiment. Also, we see from Fig. 11
that temperature dependence of the prefactor is determined by the T -dependence of the conductivity rather than by
the T -dependence of the effective interaction in the Cooper channel, λc(T ),
Let us finally apply the approach described in Section IV. Recall that the lowering of the conductivity (i) should

not change the T -dependence of the interference correction in zero magnetic field [see Eq. (57)] and (ii) should not
influence the shape of the magnetic field dependence of σ leading only to lowering of the prefactor in dependence
∆σ(B) as given by Eq. (47).
The second point is in a full agreement with our experimental results. The fitting of the MC was carried out in

magnetic fields up to b ≫ bT for all the curves, and therefore the prefactor in Eq. (10) is determined by the range
T ≪ ΩB, where it is given by Eq. (47). As seen from Fig. 7, Eq. (10) describes the data perfectly. The conductivity
dependence of the fitting parameter α can be well described by Eq. (47), as Fig. 12 shows. We see that the second-
order perturbative correction to the prefactor, arising in Eq. (46), describes the reduction of α down to kF l ∼ 5
corresponding to α ∼ 0.8 [Fig. 12 (a)]. Moreover, as discussed in Section IVA and in Appendix B, a better result can
be achieved at lower conductivity if one replaces σ0 by σ(b & 1) obtained for the unitary ensemble. This is illustrated
by Fig. 12(b) in which an excellent agreement is evident down to σ(b = 1) ≃ (2−3)G0 corresponding to α ∼ 0.2−0.3.
From a practical point of view, it is more convenient to use the zero-B value of the conductivity in Eq. (47). We
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are Eq. (47), dashed line is Eq. (61)

see from Fig. 12(c) that this also nicely describes the reduction of the prefactor α, down to slightly higher values of
α ∼ 0.4− 0.5.
An important feature of the prefactor α is that it depends on the temperature mostly via the T -dependence of the

conductivity, as follows from Fig. 11. Indeed, the values of the prefactor α(T ) obtained for different temperatures
perfectly lie on the same α-versus-σ(b = 0) curve. We thus see that Eq. (47) proves to be rather universal. Both the
temperature and the disorder strength affect the value of α only through their influence on the conductivity, so that
the experimental points for different samples, densities, and temperatures are described by a single α-versus-σ curve
in a broad range of conductivity.
It is tempting to interpret the above universality as an experimental confirmation of the scaling of the MC with

the magnetic field. Then the conductivity dependence of the prefactor α might be interpreted as the experimentally
determined β-function governing the renormalization of the MC. Although in Appendix B we have shown that there
is no such scaling in the whole conductivity range (since it is violated in the third-loop order), an empirical formula
resembling those used for the interpolation of the scaling β-function between the WL and SL regimes (see, e.g. Ref. 86)

α ≃ σ

2
ln

(
1 + 2/σ√
1 + 4/σ2

)
(61)

appears to describe the prefactor of the MC down to σ(b = 0) ≃ (1 − 2)G0. This can be seen in Fig. 12(c), where
Eq. (61) is presented by a dashed curve.
Another prediction of Section IV is that the temperature dependence of σ at B = 0 which includes both the weak

localization and the electron-electron interaction correction for the intermediate conductances has to be the same as
for the case σ ≫ G0,

σ(T )

G0
=
σ0
G0

− β ln

(
τϕ(T )

τ

)
+Kee ln

(
kBTτ

~

)
, (62)
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with β = 1 (if one neglects the corrections in the Cooper channel). Our measurements show that in the heterostructures
investigated, the temperature dependence of σ is actually logarithmic within the temperature range from 0.45 K to
4.2 K while the value of σ remains higher than (1.0−1.5)G0, corresponding to kF l & 2. The slope of the σ-versus-lnT
dependence as a function of σ at T = 1.5 K is shown in Fig. 8(c) by open symbols. In order to obtain the experimental
value of the prefactor β we have subtracted from these data the values of Kee which have been obtained just for the
same samples in Ref. 51. The final results are shown in Fig. 8(c) by solid symbols. Comparing figures 8(b) and 8(c)
one can see that the prefactor α in MR noticeably deviates down from unity at σ ≃ (7− 8)G0, whereas the prefactor
β in the temperature dependence of σ at B = 0 remains close to unity down to σ ≃ 1G0 (deviations from unity can
be attributed to the contribution of the interaction in the Cooper channel). At lower σ it is meaningless to determine
β, because the temperature dependence of σ no longer obeys the logarithmic law.
Figure 13, in which the σ-versus-kF l dependence is plotted, illustrates how strongly the quantum corrections can

suppress the classical conductivity at low temperature. As seen the value of σ is very close to the Drude conductivity at
high kF l values and significantly less than that at low kF l. For instance, the ratio σ/σ0 for T = 1.5 K is approximately
equal to 0.4 when kF l ≃ 2.5, so that the interference and interaction corrections to the conductivity (from which the
first one is the main [31]) strongly suppress the classical conductivity at low temperatures when the parameter kF l is
small enough.
We arrive at the conclusion that using Eq. (10) we obtain reliably the value of the phase relaxation time with

decreasing the conductivity down to the value of about 3G0. As seen from Fig. 9 the values of τϕ found in this
way demonstrate a good agreement with the dephasing theory.[46] Taking into account terms of the second order
in 1/g in the WL theory allows us to understand quantitatively the magnetic field and temperature dependences
of the conductivity for two-dimensional structures with different nominal disorder down to the value of the zero-B
conductivity about ∼ e2/h. The maximal value of the weak localization correction reaches 80 − 90% of the Drude
conductivity at lowest temperature, T = 0.45 K. For the structures investigated this corresponds to the value of the
parameter kF l close to two.
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can be satisfactorily described by the power law. (c) The value of exponent p obtained from (b) as a function of kF l (symbols).
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B. Temperature dependence of the dephasing rate

In this subsection we consider the temperature dependence of τϕ extracted from the fitting of the MC by the WLMC-
expression Eq. (10). In accordance with the theory [see equations Eq. (6) and Eq. (8)] we plot the experimental values
of τ−1

ϕ as a function of T in Fig. 14 (a). As seen from this figure, the temperature dependence of τϕ can be perfectly

described by the linear-in-T function τ−1
ϕ = T/T0 and, thus, τϕ tends to infinity when T goes to zero, when kF l & 5.

At lower values of kF l, however, a linear extrapolation of τ−1
ϕ -versus-T dependence gives a nonzero value of τϕ at

zero temperature. Such a behavior of τϕ with temperature, known as phenomenon of low-temperature saturation of
the phase relaxation time, was a central point of storm discussion in the literature during the last few years (for the
recent review of the problem and for relevant references see Ref. 87). However, we demonstrate below that the results
presented here have nothing to do with the saturation of the true dephasing time τϕ at T → 0.
Let us first follow a standard route and plot our results in double-logarithmic scale. One can see that the experi-

mental T -dependences of τϕ (found from τϕ = τ/γfit) are well described by the power law τϕ = (T/T0)
−p [Fig. 14 (b)].

The exponent p is close to unity in wide kF l-range from 20 to 5, and slowly decreases when kF l becomes smaller
[Fig. 14 (c)]. If we replot the experimental data in the τ−1

ϕ -vs-T p coordinates, we will see that τ−1
ϕ again goes to zero

when the temperature tends to zero [Fig. 14 (d)]. Thus, the analysis of the temperature dependence of the fitting
parameter γfit shows that the seeming saturation in Fig. 14 can be in principle explained assuming that the dephasing
rate is not linear-in-T at low enough temperatures and conductances. Indeed, it looks plausible that the 1/T -law
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changes to some 1/T p-law with p < 1 when the parameter kF l decreases. Since τϕ depends on the conductance σ
which itself depends on the temperature, the temperature dependence of τϕ may be more complicated than simple
T−1 law.
Already the above consideration shows that our results cannot serve as the experimental confirmation of the

low temperature saturation of the phase relaxation time. We emphasize, however, that as discussed above, the
experimental value of τϕ is merely the value of the fitting parameter of magnetoresistance. It can differ from the true
phase relaxation time atB = 0 when the conductance in not high, and this is precisely what happens in our experiment.
In particular, this makes it of a little sense to analyze the behavior of exponent p. Moreover, as demonstrated in
Section IVC and in Appendix C, the value of the fitting parameter γfit does saturate when the conductivity at B = 0
becomes low. This implies that within the WI regime, the experimentally extracted value of the dephasing time
deviates strongly from the true one. In fact, the two quantities are close only when σ(b = 0, T ) & 2G0, otherwise the
fitting gives the information about the localization length instead of the true dephasing time. In Fig. 15 we compare
the experimentally obtained values of γfit with those predicted by Eq. (48), using the experimental values of the
conductivities and of the prefactor α.
Unfortunately, it is not easy to determine experimentally the strong-B value of the conductivity σ(b ≫ 1) in-

volved in Eq. (48), because at strong magnetic fields the effects that are beyond the WL-theory become important.
Therefore we have chosen to replace σ(b ≫ 1) by σ(b = kF l/2) to be confident that we are still dealing with the
WL-conductivities. Hence we mistreat partially a T -independent ballistic contribution, so that the factor C in Eq. (48)
cannot be determined reliably in this way. However, the temperature dependence of γfit should coincide with Eq. (48)
up to a numerical factor. This is clearly seen in Fig. 15. Thus we confirm the validity of the expression Eq. (48) for
the experimentally extracted value of the dephasing rate. As discussed in detail in Section IVC, this expression yields
a rather complicated T -dependence of γfit at low conductances, but this dependence cannot be directly connected
with the T -dependence of the true τϕ.
To conclude this subsection, we have shown that the seeming low-T saturation of the dephasing time at kF l . 5

is nothing but an artifact of the fitting procedure, which fails to yield the true value of the dephasing rate at low
conductances. At the same time, the shape of the MC is still perfectly described by the WLMC-expression at such
conductances, but in effect with the localization length playing a role of the dephasing length.

C. Discussion

Now we are in position to understand in what regime the 2D electron gas considered here is. This is determined
by the characteristic length scales ξO, ξU and Lϕ as was considered in the beginning of this paper (see Section I).
As an example, Fig. 16(a) shows the relationship between these lengths for structure Z88 as a function of kF l. The
values of ξO and ξU have been calculated using Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), respectively, whereas the length Lϕ =

√
Dτϕ has

been found using D and τϕ obtained experimentally. It is clearly seen that the value of Lϕ is always less than both
ξO and ξU when kF l & 2 and approaches ξO with lowering kF l. This is a direct manifestation of the fact discussed in
Section IVC: the experimentally extracted value of the phase-breaking length saturates with decreasing conductance
at the value determined by the localization length ξO. This happens in a narrow range of 1.3 < kF l < 2, where
the two curves in Fig. 16 come close to each other. Note, the low-temperature conductivity in this kF l range varies
several-fold [see Fig. 16(b)] reaching values less than G0. Analogous situation takes place for other heterostructures
investigated.
Thus, we infer that the electron gas in our case is in the WL regime at T = 1.5 K for values of kF l larger than 2. For

lower values of kF l the system is in the WI regime at T = 1.5 K. We remind that the magnetoconductivity can still
be described by the WLMC-expression Eq. (10) in the WI regime, even though the conductivity at low temperature
becomes less than G0 at low kF l values. This holds down to kF l ≃ 1 which is the lowest value of kF l achieved in the
present experiment and thus addressed in this paper. We therefore conclude that the theory of the magnetoresistance
developed for the SL regime is inapplicable to our case.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have studied the negative magnetoresistance of a two-dimensional electron gas in a weak transverse magnetic
field B. The analysis has been carried out in a wide range of the zero-B conductances, including the range of
intermediate conductances (measured in units of e2/h), g ∼ 1. This range corresponds to the crossover between the
low (g ≪ 1) and high (g ≫ 1) conductances. Furthermore, we have considered the regime of a “weak insulator”,
when the zero-B conductance is low g(B = 0) < 1 due to the localization at low temperature, whereas the Drude
conductance is high, g0 ≫ 1, so that a sufficiently weak B delocalizes electronic states.
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The interpretation of experimental results obtained for 2D electron gas in GaAs/InxGa1−xAs/GaAs single quantum
well structures has been based on the theory taking into account terms of high orders in 1/g. We have shown that
the standard weak localization theory is adequate for σ & 20G0. Calculating the corrections of the next order in 1/g
to the MR, stemming from the interference contribution and from the mutual effect of WL and Coulomb interaction,
we have expanded the range of the quantitative agreement between the theory and experiment down to significantly
lower conductances g ∼ 1.
We have demonstrated that at intermediate conductances the negative MR is described by the standard WLMC-

expression (10), with a prefactor α which decreases with decreasing conductance. We have shown that at not very
high g the second-loop corrections dominate over the contribution of the interaction in the Cooper channel (the Maki-
Thompson and DoS corrections). Thus the second-loop corrections appears to be the main source of the lowering
of the prefactor, α = 1 − 2G0/σ. This formula describes the experimentally obtained conductivity dependence of
α, provided that the fitting is performed in a broad range of magnetic fields, including those where ΩB ≫ T. The
fitting of the MR allows us to measure the true value of the phase breaking time within a wide conductivity range,
σ = (3− 60)G0. We have shown that the solution of the equation for τϕ rather than its first iteration, describes well
the τϕ-versus-σ experimental dependence.
The quantitative agreement between the properly modified WL theory and experimental results obtained for

intermediate conductances attests that the magnetoconductivity mechanism is unambiguously diffusive down to
σ ≃ 3G0 ≃ e2/h. Moreover, an agreement between the extended WL theory and experimental data persists down to
significantly smaller zero-B conductivity (WI-regime), provided that kF l > 1. In the WI regime, the MR can be still
fitted by the WLMC-formula with a reduced prefactor, but the experimentally obtained value of the dephasing rate
has nothing to do with the true one. The corresponding fitting parameter γfit is determined in the low-T limit by the
localization length and may therefore saturate with at T → 0.
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Finally, we have not investigated in detail the magnetoconductivity in the truly localized (at low-T ) regime, when
both the magnetic length and the phase-breaking length are greater than the localization length. The mechanism of
a finite-T conductivity in this situation is not completely clear, when the disorder is weak, kF l ≫ 1. The experiments
on such insulators reveal features not captured by the conventional “textbook” hopping picture. A thorough study
of the magnetoresistance in this regime is therefore of a great importance for understanding of the low-T transport
mechanism in such “weakly disordered” insulators.
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APPENDIX A: MAKI-THOMPSON CORRECTION TO THE MAGNETOCONDUCTIVITY

In this Appendix we consider in detail the calculation of the Maki-Thompson correction. To analyze the MC arising
due to the Maki-Thompson correction it is convenient to present this correction in the concise form,[88, 89] which is
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somewhat different from that used in Refs. 1, 2, 70,

δσMT =
4e2

π~

∫
d2q

(2π)2
D

Dq2 +ΩB + 1/τϕ

×
∫

∞

−∞

dω

2T sinh2(ω/2T )
[ImΠc(q, ω,ΩB)]

2 |Λc(q, ω,ΩB)|2 . (A1)

The functions Πc and Λc are given by [1, 70]

Πc(q, ω,ΩB) = ln

(
2EF e

C

πT

)
−Ψc(q, ω,ΩB), (A2)

Ψc(q, ω,ΩB) = ψ

(
1

2

[
1 +

Dq2 − iω +ΩB + τ−1
ϕ

2πT

])
− ψ

(
1

2

)
, (A3)

Λc(q, ω,ΩB) =

[
1

λ0
+Πc(q, ω,ΩB)

]
−1

=

[
ln

(
Tc
T

)
−Ψc(q, ω,ΩB)

]
−1

(A4)

where ψ is digamma function. For simplicity, in Eq. (A1) instead of the summation over quantized Cooperon momenta
we integrate the Cooperon with the mass ΩB over continuous q (which is sufficient for ΩB ≫ τ−1

ϕ ).
Remarkably, the form Eq. (A1) of the Maki-Thompson correction (in particular the frequency integral appearing

there) is characteristic for the inelastic e-e scattering, see e.g. Ref. 11, 48. The difference is that the polarization
operator Πc and the effective interaction Λc are taken in Eq. (A1) in the Cooper channel, instead of the usual
particle-hole channel, and the momentum integral involves a Cooperon. Similarly to conventional inelastic processes,
the imaginary part of Πc comes only from the “dynamical” term −iω in Eq. (A3).
At B = 0, the q-integral in Eq. (A1) can be split into two parts, corresponding to small (Dq2 ≪ 2πT ) and large

(Dq2 ≫ 2πT ) momenta. In the first contribution, one can neglect the terms Dq2 and (for g ≫ 1) τ−1
ϕ in the function

Ψc. Then the q-integral yields a logarithmic factor ln(Tτϕ) ∼ ln g. Furthermore, one can replace Λc by λc(T ).
Performing then the frequency integral, we arrive at Eq. (16), in agreement with Ref. 70.
When calculating the contribution of large momenta, Dq2 > 2πT , one can use the asymptotics of digamma function

at large argument. Then the q-integral, having the structure
∫
(dx/x)(T/x)2 ln−2(Tc/x) with x = Dq2, is determined

by the lower limit x ∼ 2πT . The result of integration is also proportional to λ2c(T ), but in contrast to the contribution
of small momenta, this integral does not produce a logarithmic term lnTτϕ. Therefore this contribution can be
neglected at g ≫ 1;[70] however, with decreasing g the two contributions become comparable.
In a finite magnetic field, the structure of Eqs. (A1–A4) suggests that the behavior of the Maki-Thompson correction

depends on the value of the parameter ΩB/2πT . For ΩB ≪ 2πT the contribution of small q yields the MR given by
Eq. (20). The contribution of large q to the MC depends only weakly on B for any g, since to the leading order in
ΩB/2πT this contribution to δσMT is B-independent.
For ΩB ≫ 2πT , one can again use the asymptotics of digamma function at large argument (now for the arbitrary

momenta). The momentum integral is then determined by Dq2 ∼ ΩB, yielding

δσMT ∝
(
2πT

ΩB

)2
1

ln2(2πTc/ΩB)
, ΩB ≫ 2πT. (A5)

Therefore the Maki-Thompson contribution to the MC, ∆σMT(B) = δσMT(B) − δσMT(0), saturates in the limit of
high B at ∆σMT = −δσMT(0), where δσMT(0) is given by Eq. (16). This makes it possible to describe the behavior of
the Maki-Thompson correction to the MC by Eq. (10a) in the whole range of magnetic fields, with αMT = −π2λ2c(T )/6
and the replacement 1/τ → 2πT ,

∆σMT(B) ≃ −π
2λ2c(T )

6
H(b/2πTτ, 1/2πTτϕ). (A6)

Although at ΩB ≫ T this expression gives the asymptotics different from Eq. (A5), the precise way of the saturation
of the Maki-Thompson contribution to the MC is irrelevant, since at ΩB ≫ T the DoS-term dominates ∆σC

ee there,
see Section IV.
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APPENDIX B: SCALING OF THE CONDUCTANCE IN THE CROSS-OVER BETWEEN THE UNITARY

AND ORTHOGONAL ENSEMBLE

One might be tempted to reformulate the results of Section IVA in terms of the renormalization group (RG) equation
for the MC. That is, one might conjecture the existence of a single-parameter scaling of the MC with the magnetic
field in the cross-over between the unitary and orthogonal ensembles. Indeed, the second-loop perturbative correction
to the MC is logarithmic in B which might correspond to the scaling of the MC with lB, governed by the “cross-over”
β-function,

βUO = βO − βU = −1

g
+

1

2g2
, g ≫ 1. (B1)

In other words, given the value of the conductivity at B = Btr [Eq. (31)], one could be able to restore the MC for a
fixed T in the wide range of weaker magnetic fields (lB ≪ Lϕ) including those where σ(B, T ) < G0, using a single
RG-equation. Starting at b ≃ 1 from a high conductance, g̃0(Lϕ) = g0 − (1/2g0) ln(Lϕ/l) ≫ 1, one would obtain the
following expression for the renormalized conductance at weaker B,

g(lB, Lϕ) ≃ g̃0(Lϕ)−
(
1− 1

2g̃0(Lϕ)

)
ln

(
lB
l

)
(B2)

= g0 −
1

2g0
ln

(
Lϕ

l

)
−
(
1− 1

2g0

)
ln

(
lB
l

)
+O(1/g30), (B3)

which agrees with the result of the perturbation theory.
However, an analysis of higher order corrections with the help of Eqs. 28 and 33 shows that there is no true scaling

of the MC with lB. This can be seen in the third-loop order, implying that an “approximate scaling” with lB takes
place only when the conductance is sufficiently high. On the other hand, the conventional scaling with the system
size (in the present case – with the phase-breaking length Lϕ) is applicable to the unitary-orthogonal cross-over.[9]
To illustrate this in the nontrivial case, when the localization length becomes B-dependent (see Section I), we fix
the magnetic length to be the shortest macroscopic scale. We also set the value of the phase-relaxation length to lie
between the two localization lengths,

l ≪ lB ≪ ξO ≪ Lϕ ≪ ξU . (B4)

In this situation, electrons are localized at B = 0, but the magnetic field is chosen to delocalize the electronic states.
We start the scaling procedure at the microscopic scale, L = l, where g ≃ g0 ≫ 1 and increase L up to L = lB.

The renormalization on such scales (L < lB) is governed by the orthogonal β-function (33), and we get

g(L) = g0 − ln

(
L

l

)
+O

(
ln(L/l)

g
3
0

)
. (B5)

At scales larger than lB, the scaling is governed by the unitary β-function (28). The starting conductance is given by
g(L = lB) = g0 − ln(lB/l) ≫ 1 and we find (for brevity, we measure the lengths in units of l below),

g(L) = g(lB)−
1

2g(lB)
ln

(
L

lB

)
+O(1/g3)

≃ g0 −
1

2g0
lnL−

(
1− 1

2g0

)
ln lB − 1

2g20
ln lB [lnL− ln lB] . (B6)

The first three terms in this expression coincide with Eq. (B3). The term containing the factor 1−1/2g0 in Eq. (B6)
leads to the decrease of the prefactor α and has been already discussed above. One can see, however, that the last
term ∼ O(1/g20) in Eq. (B6) appears to violate the scaling of the MC with lB, as seen from the comparison of Eq. (B6)
and Eq. B3: this term is absent in Eq. (B3). Note that this term cannot be canceled out by higher terms in the
expansion of β-functions because the 1/g3-terms vanish in both Eq. (33) and Eq. (28). Taking a derivative of g(L, lB)
with respect to lB, one finds that it does not depend solely on the value of g(L, lB) itself. In particular, the term of
the type g

−2
0 lnL arises, meaning the failure of the conjectured scaling equation Eq. (B1) in the O(1/g2) order.

The above standard scaling procedure allows one to estimate the localization length ξUO at finite B from the
equation g(ξUO) ≃ 0, yielding

ξUO(B) ∼ lB exp
(
[πkF l/2− ln(lB/l)]

2
)
, (B7)
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in agreement with Ref. 9.
Thus, while the scaling of the magnetoconductance with B does not exist at low renormalized conductance, one

can nevertheless use the formula Eq. (B3) with g̃0 found at high fields b & 1 in a rather wide range of fields. This
implies that the effective prefactor α found from the fitting of the MC by the WL expression can be approximated
by

αWL ≃ 1− G0

σ(b ≃ 1, T )
, (B8)

when the interaction corrections are neglected.

APPENDIX C: DEPHASING RATE EXTRACTED FROM WLMC-FORMULA

In this Appendix we derive a general expression for the experimentally extracted value of γfit. We start with the
reiteration of the scheme used for the derivation of the WLMC-expression and its generalization including the second-
loop terms. For simplicity, we will not consider the contribution of δσI×WL

2 in this Appendix and concentrate on the
interference corrections. The MC ∆σ(b) is defined as

∆σ(b) = σ(b) − σ(0). (C1)

This definition is obviously more general than ∆σ(b) = δσ(b) − δσ(0), frequently used for g ≫ 1, i.e. when the
conductivity corrections are small, compared to the Drude conductivity σ0.
For g ≫ 1 it is sufficient to take into account only the one-loop WL corrections to σ0 (below we measure the

conductivities in units of G0),

σ(b) = σ0 + δσ(b) ≃ σ0 + ψ

(
1

2
+
γ

b

)
− ψ

(
1

2
+

1

b

)
+ δσball, b≪ 1, (C2)

σ(0) = σ0 + δσ(0) = σ0 + ln γ + δσball. (C3)

Here δσball accounts for the non-logarithmic contributions of the ballistic interfering paths with lengths L . l and
the non-backscattering processes.[53] In zero B (and actually for b≪ 1) this contribution for the case of white-noise
disorder (short-range impurities) reads [53]

δσball(b = 0) = ln 2. (C4)

Using Eqs. (C1), (C2), and (C3), we see that the terms σ0 and δσball from (C2) and (C3) cancel out in Eq. (C1), so
that the one-loop magnetoconductivity ∆σ1(b) is determined solely by the logarithmic conductivity corrections,

∆σ(1)(b) = ψ

(
1

2
+
γb
b

)
− ψ

(
1

2
+

1

b

)
− ln γ, b≪ 1 (C5)

which is just the standard WLMC-expression with α = 1.
It is worth emphasizing that the value of γ extracted from the experiment with the use of Eq. (C5) is mostly

determined by γ from the last term (ln γ) in Eq. (C5), i.e. it comes from δσ(b = 0). This can be seen from the
asymptotics Eq. (14) of the MC at strong B. In particular, when the MC is logarithmic, the value of γb entering into
the first digamma function (i.e. related to the dephasing in a finite B, hence the subscript b) appears only in the
subleading term O(γ/b), see Ref. 46. This difference is, however, unimportant for the one-loop correction to the MC,
but it becomes essential with lowering g.
Now we rewrite Eq. (C5) in a slightly different form

∆σ(1)(b) = δσ(b)− [σ(0)− σ0]

≃ ψ

(
1

2
+
γb
b

)
− ψ

(
1

2
+

1

b

)
+ δσball − [σ(0) − σ(b≫ 1)]. (C6)

Here we have used that σ(b ≫ 1) ≃ σ0 within the one-loop approximation, since the ballistic contribution is also
suppressed by a strong magnetic field, δσball(b ≫ 1) → 0. We thus see that instead of ln γ a structure, expressed in
term of conductivities, σ(0)− σ(b≫ 1)− δσball, appears.
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When the second-loop perturbative contribution is included, we have an analogous expression, see Section IVA

∆σ(1+2)(b) =

(
1− 1

σ0

){
ψ

(
1

2
+
γb
b

)
− ψ

(
1

2
+

1

b

)}
+ δσball

− [σ(0)− σ(b ≫ 1)]. (C7)

The zero-B conductivity, Eq. (C3), remains unchanged, while the conductivity at strong B is now renormalized by
the second-loop diffuson correction, Eq. (31), σ(b ≫ 1) ≃ σ0 + (1/σ0) ln γ. Recalling that αWL = 1− 1/σ0, we get

∆σ(1+2)(b) = αWL

{
ψ

(
1

2
+
γb
b

)
− ψ

(
1

2
+

1

b

)

+
1

αWL

[
σ(b ≫ 1)− σ(0) + δσball

]}
, (C8)

implying that the role of ln γ in the generalized WLMC-expression is played by the combination in the last term in
Eq. (C8),

ln γfit → − 1

αWL

[
σ(b≫ 1)− σ(0) + δσball

]
. (C9)

Thus the experimentally extracted value of the parameter γfit is given by

γfit = Cball exp
{

1

αWL

[
σ(0)− σ(b≫ 1)

]}
, (C10)

where Cball is determined by the ballistic contribution δσball which depends on the character of disorder. For point-like
impurities, Cball ≃ 1/2.
It turns out that under the condition σ(b≫ 1) & 3G0 (when the second-loop expression for σ(b) is sufficient), this

expression is valid for arbitrary σ(b = 0), including σ(b = 0) ≪ G0, i.e. in the WI regime.

APPENDIX D: EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE DRUDE CONDUCTIVITY

In this Appendix we describe how the values of Btr and kF l, playing a pivotal role in the theory of weak localization,
can be obtained experimentally. Since Btr is expressed as Btr = ~/(2el2) where l is elastic mean free path, it can be
found from the Drude conductivity σ0 = πkF l and electron concentration n = k2F /(2π). The electron concentration
can be obtained from the Hall effect. The question is: how can one obtain σ0?
In the case of relatively high conductivity the experimental low-temperature value of σ instead of σ0 is often used.

Let us estimate an error for the concrete case of σ0 = 20G0 and γ = τ/τϕ = 0.01. The use of σ = σ0+G0 ln γ ≃ 15.4G0

(the interaction correction is neglected) instead of σ0 = 20G0 for determination of Btr leads to overestimation of Btr

by a factor of about 1.4. In its turn this results in an overestimation of τϕ found experimentally by just the same
factor. Another possibility is to measure the high-T value of the conductivity, believing that the quantum corrections
are destroyed by temperature. However, at high temperatures the electron-phonon scattering comes into play. Also,
the ballistic contribution [48] of the e-e interaction is T -dependent, thus making it difficult to determine the true value
of σ0.
In this paper the value of the Drude conductivity has been obtained by subtraction of the both interference and

interaction corrections from the experimental value of the conductivity at B = 0, using Eq. (62). The value of Kee

was measured for the structure presented here in Ref. 51. It has been found that the value of Kee is about 0.3− 0.5
at kF l & 5 and decreases with kF l-decrease, almost vanishing at the lowest kF l ≃ 2. The right-hand side of Eq. (62)
itself depends on the value of τ/τϕ, which can be found from the negative magnetoresistance. Therefore, treating
the interference induced negative magnetoresistance we used the successive approximation method applying both
equations Eq. (10) and (Eq. 62). For the first approximation we set σ0 equal to σ, found Btr and, then, determined
γ from the fit of magnetoresistance by Eq. (10) using it and α as fitting parameters. After that we substituted γ into
Eq. (62) and found the corrected value of σ0 and so on. An output of this procedure is the value of the prefactor α,
the ratio τ/τϕ = γ and the value of the Drude conductivity σ0. It is sufficient to make from five to eight iterations
to achieve an accuracy in the determination of σ0 and γ better than 10%. So complicated method is not significant
for high conductivity (σ & 50G0) when the quantum corrections are relatively small. It should be noted that in the
above procedure we do not take into account the non-backscattering contribution to the weak localization, which gives
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an additional temperature independent positive interference contribution equal to G0 ln 2.[53] In view of this and all
other facts not pointed out here, we estimate an error in determination of σ0 to be about ±0.5G0.
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